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Executive Summary 

Purpose The United States and Canada are the world’s top trading partners. The 
free trade agreement between the two countries, which took effect in 1989 
and is gradually phasing out duties on bilateral trade, is expected to 
further enhance their trade relationship. Considering the importance of 
this relationship to the economies of the two nations, accurate data on its 
nature and extent are vital. For this reason, GAO and the Office of the 
Auditor General of Canada reviewed the capacity of the statistical systems 
of their respective countries to produce accurate and complete trade data 
for both the present and the future. This report focuses primarily on 
merchandise trade data but also recognizes the importance of data on 
international transactions of services, investment income, and capital. 

Background Trade data have many uses. The balance of trade, the difference in the 
value of a country’s imports and exports, has become an increasingly 
important economic measure because of the emerging global economy as 
represented by growth in both exports and imports. Trade data are 
indicators of the effect of a nation’s trade policies and play a significant 
role in the negotiation of trade agreements, such as the U.S.-Canada Free 
Trade Agreement and the North American Free Trade Agreement. Because 
the U.S. and Canadian economies are so intertwined, an accurate 
measurement of their bilateral trade is important for understanding each 
country’s economy. 

Although there are many aspects of U.S. international trade, data on 
merchandise trade are the most cIosely watched. Data on every declared 
import and export of merchandise are to be collected by the U.S. Customs 
Service at ports of entry as part of its trade administration efforts. The U.S. 
Bureau of the Census then compiles this information and publishes it on a 
monthly basis. Merchandise trade data are also used by the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis in constructing the balance of payments accounts. 
These accounts are the statistical summary of all of the United States’ 
international transactions and include information on transfers of services, 
investment income, and capital. 

Results in Brief The United States and Canada have made great strides in improving the 
collection of data on merchandise trade. For years, U.S. and Canadian 
government officials were aware of a serious undercount of U.S. exports 
to Canada, mainly because of the failure of exporters to file export 
documents with U.S. Customs. To alleviate this problem, the United States 
and Canada agreed to develop a program to exchange their more accurate 
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administrative records on imports and use this inforn-mtion to determine 
each country’s exports to the other. This data exchange program has 
significantly improved the quality of US-Canada merchandise trade data, 
although some issues concerning data collection and import classification 
still must be resolved. 

Despite the success of the data exchange program, problems with 
collecting and processing import data could adversely affect, to an 
unknown extent, the accuracy of U.S. data on merchandise trade with 
Canada and other countries. Some of these problems, such as the lack of 
control of import documents sent from Customs to Census, could be 
corrected by the automation of Customs’ processes. Another problem is 
Customs’ lack of assurance that its cargo examination and import 
document review procedures are effective in uncovering violations of 
Customs laws. Such violations, if undetected, could affect the accuracy of 
trade data Customs, however, is making substantial efforts to improve its 
trade enforcement programs. 

Even with their shortcomings, merchandise import data are still 
considered some of the most accurate trade data produced in the United 
States. Unlike data on other forms of trade, such as service transactions, 
which are collected through sample surveys that are limited in coverage, 
Customs attempts to collect data on all imports. 

Changes in the international trade environment, however, could 
significantly affect the quality of merchandise import data For example, 
when free trade with Canada is fully implemented in 1998, there will be 
little need for Customs’ entry documentation beyond the collection of 
trade data These changes may require developing new methods for 
collecting these data. Alternative methods for the United States to 
consider include the use of surveys and the direct reporting of 
merchandise trade data by businesses to Census. However, these methods 
have potential drawbacks, such as a loss of detailed product information 
and diminished statistical accuracy, that would have to be addressed. 

GAO’s Analysis 

U.S.-Canada Trade Data The federal government has long suspected that U.S. exports have been 
Exchange Successful, but undercounted. In 1986, a reconciliation of U.S.-Canada merchandise trade 
Problems Remain data indicated that reported U.S. exports were 20 percent lower than 
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Canada’s recorded imports from the United States. The undercount was 
primarily due to the failure of exporters to report exports to Customs. To 
deal with the export undercount, the United States and Canada decided to 
exchange their more accurate administrative records on imports and use 
them to determine each count&s exports to the other. U.S. and Canadian 
officials agree that the exchange, which began in 1989, has reconciled 
most of the differences in U.S.-Canada merchandise trade data. However, 
the countries are still working to resolve some problems, such as the 
undercounting of exports to third-party countries, that go through the 
United States or Canada and the failure of one country’s import data to 
adequately capture some data elements previously available in the other’s 
export data, such as the methods used to transport imports. (See pp. 23 to 
33.) 

Although import data are generally considered to be more accurate than 
export data, they too are flawed. Recent evaluations by the National 
Research Council and GAO revealed that flaws in compliance and quality 
control procedures could affect the accuracy of import as well as export 
data One problem, the lack of control over manually filed import 
documents, is diminishing as Customs continues to implement an 
electronic filing system. A problem that is potentially more serious is that 
Customs’ cargo examinations and import document reviews lack 
effectiveness in identifying violations of Customs laws. The extent to 
which trade data have been affected by importer noncompliance is 
unknown. Since a September 1992 GAO study that identified these 
problems, Customs has been workbrg to improve its trade enforcement 
efforts. (See pp. 33 to 40.) 

Changing Trade 
Environment will 
Challenge Merchandise 
Trade Data System 

Simply improving the current systems and procedures may not be enough 
to ensure the long-term quality of merchandise trade data, particularly that 
of import data One reason is that Customs may end up giving less 
emphasis to traditional Customs documentation as the free trade 
agreement between the United States and Canada and other potential free 
trade agreements eliminate duties on imports. Customs also plans to 
further automate its cargo processing to deal more efficiently with the 
increasing trade volume. This planned automation could limit the amount 
of information provided by businesses to monthly summaries instead of 
single-transaction entries. These changes could significantly affect the 
quality of import data. (See ch. 4.) 
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Problems With Service 
Transaction and 
Investment Income 
Information Limit Trade 
Data Quality 

The monthly merchandise trade balance reports issued by Census are a 
closely watched indicator of the country’s international economic 
competitiveness. However, merchandise trade accounts for only a part of 
the United States’ international economic activity. Service transactions, 
such as international long-distance telephone calls and interest paid on 
investments by foreign citizens, constitute an important and growing part 
of the United States’ trade relationship with Canada and other countries. 
In fact, when service transactions and investment income are included 
with merchandise trade, the U.S. trade balance improves. For example, in 
1992, this country had a merchandise trade deficit with Canada of 
$8.0 billion. However, when services and investment income are factored 
in, the balance with Canada becomes a $4.5 billion surplus. (See pp. 19 to 
20 and 41 to 46.) 

Data for the service and investment income components of this balance 
are collected m * through surveys that are limited in frequency, level of 

=%I detail, and coverage. erefore, the level of quality of the data on services 
and investment income is lower than that for merchandise trade. 
Initiatives have been proposed by the current and previous 
Administrations to improve these data, but Congress has approved limited 
funding for these initiatives. (See pp. 46 to 50.) 

Recommendations GAO recommends that Census and Customs form an interagency task force 
to study how U.S.-Canada merchandise trade data should be collected in 
the future trade environment. The study should be expanded to include 
U.S.-Mexico trade data as the North American Free Trade Agreement is 
implemented. Census and Customs should consider joining with their 
Canadian counterparts to form a bilateral task force to address these 
issues cooperatively. GAO further recommends that the work of the 
interagency task force be done in the context of broader efforts to 
improve the measurement of all forms of U.S. international trade. 
(See p. 61.) 

Agency Comments Customs and Commerce exh provided written comments on a draft of 
this report (See apps. II and III). Customs agreed with the issues presented 
as well as the conclusions and recommendations. Commerce generally 
agreed with the issues presented. While agreeing in principle with the 
recommendation, Commerce said it would like to see the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis included in any task force formed to address how data 
on trade between the United States and Canada, and potentialIy between 
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the United States and Mexico, should be collected in the future. GAO'S 

work focused primarily on the collection of merchandise trade data, and 
therefore GAO directed its recommendation to Census and Customs, the 
agencies responsible for this task However, GAO supports Commerce’s 
view that the task force would be strengthened by the inclusion of the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis since this could help lead to broader efforts 
to improve the measurement of all forms of U.S. international trade. (See 
pp. 40,60, and 61 to 62.) 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The protiity and cultural similarities of the United States and Canada 
have led to the development of strong economic ties between them. These 
ties are manifested in the enormous flow of goods, services, and capital 
between the two countries. Each is the other’s major trading partner, and 
together they form the world’s largest bilateral trading relationship. 
Because the U.S. and Canadian economies are so intertwined, an accurate 
measurement of the countries’ bilateral trade is important for 
understanding each one’s economy. This report focuses primarily on one 
aspect of the U.S.-Canada economic relationship-merchandise 
trade-and discusses the systems and processes the countries use to 
collect and produce the data measuring this form of trade. However, this 
report also briefly addresses other aspects of the trade relationship, 
including service transactions and capital flows. 

This report was the result of a parallel effort between the Office of the 
Auditor General of Canada (OAG) and us to assess the United States’ and 
Canada’s trade data processes and systems. OAG is including its own 
separate report on the results of this parallel effort in a section of the 
Report of the Auditor General of Canada to the House of Commons for 
1993, which is being released simultaneously with this report, 

The Importance of 
Merchandise Trade 
Data 

Merchandise trade, the exchange of goods with other nations, has long 
been an important component of the U.S. economy since the mercantile 
economy of the 18th century. Such trade introduced goods to the market 
that satisfied domestic consumers and allowed domestic producers access 
to foreign markets. Also, the duties attached to imports provided 
substantial revenue for government operations. Although the importance 
of duties as a source of government revenue has greatly decreased over 
the years, international merchandise trade has continually grown and 
become increasingly important to the country’s economic development. 
For example, economic growth resulting from the country’s access to 
export markets and the variety of imports from other nations contribute to 
a higher standard of living in the United States. 

Merchandise trade data, therefore, have many important uses. The United 
States traditionally has relied on merchandise trade data to administer its 
various trade programs. Data on the origin and volume of commodities 
imported by the United States helps the U.S. Customs Service in assessing 
and collecting duties. These data also help Customs and the Department of 
Commerce administer quotas and other restrictions on the importation of 
goods. 
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Data on the country’s merchandise imports and exports also are an 
important economic indicator. As the volume of U.S. trade has expanded, 
changes in imports and exports have had an increasingly important impact 
on the domestic economy. As a result, the monthly merchandise trade 
balance has become one of the most closely watched of the nation’s 
economic indicators. In 1989, we reported that the release of monthly 
merchandise trade data had a substantial effect on financial markets.’ 

Merchandise trade is an important part of the current account component 
of the balance of payments, which also includes other international 
transactions, such as trade in services and income from foreign 
investments (see pp. 19 to 20).2 Merchandise trade is also a component of 
the National Income and Product Accounts, which provide the overall 
measure of the nation’s economic performance+ 

Government and Industry 
Rely on Trade Data 

Merchandise trade data are increasingly used by government and 
businesses. Federal agencies need these data to develop the country’s 
trade policy and to monitor the effect of this and other nations’ trade 
policies. Local governments and businesses rely on the data to plan 
development and marketing strategies. 

Several federal agencies, including the Commerce Department, the Federal 
Reserve Board, the Department of Agriculture, and the Office of the U.S. 
Trade Representative, rely on merchandise trade data Commerce’s 
International Trade Administration is charged with analyzing and 
disseminating merchandise trade information to U.S. industries for their 
use in developing trade with other countries. The Federal Reserve Board 
uses merchandise and other trade data in its efforts to coordinate 
economic policies with other nations. The Department of Agriculture 
monitors agricultural trade data to determine the effect of agricultural 
imports and exports on the supply and price of similar commodities in the 
United States and to determine when to activate measures to protect U.S. 
farmers and federal support programs from foreign competition. 

The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative makes extensive use of 
merchandise trade data in multilateral and bilateral trade negotiations as 
well as for monitoring the impact of trade agreements. Merchandise trade 

‘Federal Statistics: Merchandise Trade Statistics: Some Observations (GAO/OCE-89-lBR, Apr. 21, 
1989). 

2Merchandise and sewices tale, income on investments, and grants and transfers together constitute 
the current account. 
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data played an important role in the negotiations between the United 
States and Canada that led to the 1988 U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement 
(FTA).~ The Office continues to use the data to monitor the effect of the 
U.S.-Canada FTA. In addition, the U.S. team that recently negotiated the 
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with Canada and Mexico 
relied on merchandise trade data to assess the potential effect of proposed 
provisions. The Office also uses the data to monitor market share limits on 
duty-free imports from developing countries under the Generalized System 
of Preferences4 

Other major users of merchandise trade data include state and local 
governments and businesses. States and localities, particularly those with 
ports of entry, monitor trade patterns that can affect their economic 
development. Many businesses and trade associations monitor data on 
imports and exports within their industries for indications of the 
performance of domestic and foreign markets. The transportation industry 
increasingly relies on merchandise trade data for establishing air and sea 
carrier routes and schedules as well as for planning terminals and other 
facilities. 

U.S.-Canada 
Merchandise Trade 

U.S. merchandise trade has experienced growth in recent years, and trade 
with Canada has been an important part of this growth. Commerce 
attributes some of the growth in trade between the United States and 
Canada to the tariff eliminations and reductions brought about by the 
U.S.-Canada FTA. The U.S.-Canada FTA took effect on January 1, 1989, and 
created the world’s largest bilateral free trade area. The U.S.-Canada FTA 
calls for the elimination of all tariffs-in stages-by January 1,1998. 
However, even before the FTA took effect, a substantial portion of the 
goods exchanged by the two nations were free of tariffs. 

According to U.S. Census data, U.S. merchandise exports to Canada in 
current dollars rose from $47 billion in 1985 to $91 billion in 1992. Over the 
same period, US. merchandise imports from Canada increased from 
$69 billion to $99 billion. This increase represents real growth of 
49 percent for exports and 12 percent for imports over the period. As it has 
with several of its industrialized trading partners, the United States has 

3Free trade agreements are intended to promote trade between countries by eliminating tariffs and 
reducing other barriers to trade and investment. 

‘The Generalized System of Preferences is a program under which the United States grants duty-free 
treatment on sekcted products from certain developing nations and territories. The duty-free 
treatment applies until a nation’s or territory’s product gains a predetermined share of the U.S. market. 
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been running a merchandise trade deficit with Canada, but as figure 1.1 
indicates, this deficit has been shrinking. 

Figure 1 .l : U.S.-Canada Merchandise 
Trade for 1985 Through 1992 Dollars In billions 
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Source: US Census data. 

Canada and the United States have the largest bilateral merchandise 
trading relationship in the world. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show that in 1992 
Canada ranked first, just ahead of Japan, as a source of merchandise 
imports for the United States ($98.6 billion as compared to $97.4 billion) 
and first as a market for U.S. exports ($90.6 billion in 1992). Moreover, the 
United States is by far Canada’s most important trading partner. In 1992, 
about 71 percent of Canadian imports came from the United States, and 
about 78 percent of Canadian exports went to the United States. 
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Figure 1.2: U.S. Merchandise Imports 
From Canada, Japan, Mexico, and All 
Other Countries in 1992 

Imparts from Canada 
($98.6 billion) 

Imports from Japan ($97.4 billion) 

6.6% 
Imparts from Mexico ($35.2 billion) 

Imports from all other countries 
($301.4 billion) 

Source: U.S. Census data. 
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Figure 1.3: U.S. Merchandise Exports 
to Canada, Japan, Mexico, and All 
Other Countries for 1992 

Exports to Canada ($90.6 bilhon) 

Exports to Japan ($47.8 billion) 

II&s to all other coukies 

Exports to Mexico ($40 6 billion) 

($269.2 billion) 

Source: U.S. Census data. 

The North American free trade zone will soon get bigger as NAFTA, which 
includes Mexico in a free trade pact with the United States and Canada, is 
implemented by all three nations. As figures 1.2 and 1.3 show, Mexico 
already ranks third as a source of U.S. imports (6.6 percent of the 1992 
total) and in purchases of U.S. exports (9.1 percent of the 1992 total). In 
February 1991, Canada agreed to join Mexico and the United States in 
discussions aimed at creating an FLA among the three nations modeled 
after the existing U.S,-Canada PTA. Formal negotiations for NAFTA began on 
June 12,1991, and an agreement was announced in August 1992. The 
agreement was signed by the three nations in December 1992. The 
legislatures of the three countries have ratified the agreement, and 
implementation began on January 1,1994. NAFTA would gradually phase 
out tariffs among the countries over a 15-year period. 
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U.S. Agencies 
Responsible for 
Merchandise Trade 
Data 

The U.S. Customs Service in the Department of the Treasury and the 
Bureau of the Census in the Department of Commerce share responsibility 
for U.S. merchandise trade data. One of Customs’ primary missions is 
regulating the flow of merchandise into and out of the country. In 
performing this mission, Customs is supposed to collect information on 
the nature, value, quantity, origin, or destination of virtually every 
shipment being imported to or exported from the United States5 Customs’ 
main reason for collecting this information is to determine if proper duties 
and fees are paid on the shipments and to ensure that the shipments 
comply with the nation’s trade laws and regulations. However, this 
information also forms the basis for the data on United States’ trade with 
other countries. 

For each shipment it approves for entry or export, Customs transmits data 
to Census on the country of origin or destination, the type of commodity, 
the quantity, the value, the transportation charges, and other data that are 
important for monitoring trade flows. Customs performs some edits on 
import data before their transmission to Census. Census then does more 
extensive edits and compiles these data into detailed reports on 
commodities imported to and exported from the United States. 

Other federal agencies use Census’ merchandise trade data to deveIop 
specialized reports on specific commodities or countries or as part of 
more general reports on the U.S. economy. For example, the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (BEA) of the Commerce Department uses summary 
merchandise trade data in its reports on the United States’ balance of 
payments with other nations. 

Only limited information is available on the amount of federal resources 
that go into collecting, editing, compiling, and disseminating merchandise 
trade data Customs does not have a budget for trade data collection. 
Rather, Customs trade data collection is a by-product of its cargo 
processing operations, which it conducts at 44 district offices and at nearly 
300 ports of entry. In 1990, Customs estimated it used 84 staff years in 
collecting import data and that 14 of them were used in collecting export 
data Census, on the other hand, has a Foreign Trade Division that is 
responsible for producing merchandise trade data In fiscal year 1993, 
according to Census budget documents, the division had a budget of about 
$18 million, and the foreign trade statistics activity was allocated 379 staff 

5As we discuss in chapter 2, Canada and the United States use each other’s import data to estimate 
exports between them. Consequently, the United States does not collect documents for exports to 
Canada 
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years across Census. However, Foreign Trade Division officials reported 
that only about 250 staff worked on foreign trade data programs. 

Other Aspects of the Although merchandise trade is the most well known type of economic 

U.S.-Canada Trade 
Relationship 

activity among nations, there are several other types of trade that occur 
between the United States and other countries, including Canada These 
types include transfers of such services as business consulting, insurance, 
and communications. Another type of trade is the transfer of income on 
investments made by one country’s businesses or by private individuals in 
another country. 

BEA summarizes the data on all of these transactions into several 
international accounts that it publishes. Data on service transactions, 
investment income, unilateral transfers, and merchandise trade constitute 
the current account. In addition to the current account, BEA monitors data 
on the amount and flow of financial assets, such as securities and banking 
transactions between residents and nonresidents of the United States and 
other counties. These data make up the U.S. capital account. 

Although this report mainly focuses on merchandise trade data, the 
importance of data on these other types of international trade cannot be 
discounted. They can significantly affect the balance of trade with other 
countries. For example, as we discussed earlier, in 1992, the United States 
ran a merchandise trade deficit with Canada of $8.0 billion However, 
when BEA factored in transfers and income on investments, the results 
were a current account balance surplus for the United States of $4.5 
billion. Figure 1.4 shows the trends in U.S.-Canada merchandise trade and 
current account (which includes merchandise, services, income, and 
transfers) balances. 
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Figure 1.4: U.S.-Canada Merchandise 
Trade and Current Account Balances 
for 1985 Through 1992 

10.0 Dollan in billions 

5.0 

- Merchandise trade balance 
-- Current account balance 

Note: Merchandise trade balances are based on Census data. The merchandise trade data 
included in the current account balances reflect adjustments by EEA to Census data. For 
example, the adjustments exclude exports of merchandise under U.S. military sales contracts and 
imports of merchandise under direct defense spending. 

Source: 8EA and Census data. 

Background on Over the past few years, we have reported and testified on various issues 

Parallel GAO and OAG 
relating to U.S. merchandise trade and the agencies responsible for 
administering it.” A consistent theme of these reports and testimonies is 

Review the importance of merchandise trade data for measuring the country’s 
performance in an increasingly global economy. However, in preparing 
these reports, we found indications of problems with the systems and 
procedures for collecting and compiling these data that could affect their 
quality. Therefore, we began to consider doing a review of these systems 
and procedures. During the same time, OAG was considering doing a 
similar review in Canada Officials from OAG and our agency discussed the 
possibility of conducting a parallel review of the merchandise trade data 

“See for example GAO/OCESS-IBR, April 21,1989; Commerce Issues (GAO/OCG9912TR, 
Dec. 1992) and U.S. Trade Data: Limitations of U.S. Statistics on Trade With Mexico 
[GAO/r-GGD-93-25, Apr. 28, 1993). 
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systems of their respective countries. Such a joint effort was particularly 
appropriate considering the fact that each country now relies on the 
other’s administrative records for information on exports (see pp. 24 to 
25). In July 1992, OAG and we decided to explore the feasibility of doing 
parallel reviews of merchandise trade data On the basis of the results of 
this feasibility study, the agencies formally agreed in January 1993 to 
conduct parallel reviews. According to the agreement, OAG and we were 
responsible for reviewing the systems, procedures, and future plans of the 
agencies responsible for merchandise trade data for our respective 
countries. The reviews were to have similar objectives, scopes, and 
methodologies. Although separate reports are being issued, OAG and we 
have consulted throughout their preparation. This report is being issued 
S~dtaneO~~~ with OAG’S preSeDbtiOn Of im annual report t0 ]PZI.r&ment. 
The section of the OAG annual report dealing with merchandise trade 
appears as appendix I. 

Objectives, Scope, 
and Methodology 

During the feasibility phase of this joint effort, OAG and we agreed to 
pursue, in parallel reviews, two primary objectives. These objectives were 

. to assess the extent to which the U.S and Canadian agencies have 
established systems and practices to provide an accurate and complete 
collection and reporting of trade data and 

. to review domestic and international developments that affect trade data 
and the ways in which agencies are responding to these developments. 

Our work included an examination of how data on other aspects of U.S. 
international trade, such as service transactions, are collected, compiled, 
and reported. OAG limited its work to Canada’s merchandise trade data 
systems and procedures. OAG and we agreed to share review 
methodologies concerning merchandise trade data and to assist each other 
in obtaining information on these data from our respective governments’ 
agencies. 

We did our work at Customs headquarters in Washington, D.C.; Census 
headquarters in Suitland, MD; the Census processing center in 
Jeffersonville, IN; and several Customs field locations. These locations 
included Customs port facilities and district offices in Buffalo, NY, Detroit, 
MI, and the port at Blame, WA, which are three of the most active border 
points in terms of merchandise imports from Canada During these 
Customs field trips, we accompanied OAG staff to ports on the Canadian 
side of the border to gain a perspective on how Canada Customs’ 
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procedures for collecting trade data compare to those of U.S. Customs. 
OAG staff likewise accompanied our staff on visits to U.S. Customs 
facilities. We also participated in some of OAG'S meetings at the Canadian 
statistical agency, Statistics Canada, and Canada Customs headquarters, 
both in Ottawa, Ontario. OAG also took part in meetings with Census staff. 
We did our work from June 1992 to September 1993 in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing standards. 

To gain an understanding of the procedures and practices for collecting 
trade data, we reviewed Customs and Census documents, procedures 
manuals, and budget materials. We also interviewed Census and Customs 
officials responsible for various aspects of the merchandise trade data 
programs. We also met with officials from BEA to learn how they use 
merchandise trade data as well as how they compile reports on other 
aspects of trade, such as service transactions. We also reviewed our earlier 
reports on trade data and such studies done by other groups. 

To assess the potential impact of changes in international trade on this 
country’s ability to produce quality merchandise trade data, we discussed 
these changes with Census and Customs officials. We discussed the future 
of trade data with Canadian officials and members of the trade 
community. We also reviewed journal articles dealing with technologies, 
such as electronic data transfers, that could be used to improve trade data 
collection in the future. 

We also obtained information from the Statistical Office of the European 
Communities about the new system it is implementing to collect trade data 
since the single European market was implemented on January 1, 1993. 
We assumed that the United States and Canada could learn some lessons 
from how the European Community (EC) is measuring trade flows in a free 
trade environment. The trade relationships among the nations 
participating in the single market are similar to those envisioned among 
the United States, Canada, and Mexico, as NAFTA is implemented. 

Customs and Commerce provided written comments on a draft of this 
report. Copies of the comments are presented in appendixes II and III, and 
the comments are also summarized at the end of chapters 2,3, and 4. 
Commerce also provided suggestions from BEA and Census for minor 
chuifications to a d&t of this report. We made changes based on these 
suggestions where appropriate. 
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U.S.-Canada Data Exchange Program Has 
Improved Merchandise Trade Data, but 
Some Quality Problems Remain 

For years, US. exports to Canada and other countries were undercounted 
because of problems Customs has had in collecting the documents from 
which export data were extracted. To address this undercount, the U.S. 
and Canadian governments in 1987 agreed to use each other’s import data 
to determine the flow of exports because import data are generally 
considered to be more reliable than export data. Under the agreement, the 
countries exchange administrative records on imports. This exchange of 
data has greatly improved the quality of U.S.-Canada export data. 
However, some other problems remain with the procedures and practices 
for collecting and processing merchandise trade data that could adversely 
affect the quality of these important data 

Undercounting of U.S. The federal government had long suspected that U.S. exports to Canada 

Exports Is a 
were undercounted but has only recently found that these suspicions were 
correct. As far back as 1867, according to economist Robert Lipsey, U.S. 

Longstanding Problem officials thought that more goods were being exported to Canada than 
were being recorded.’ However, it was not until 1971, when the United 
States and Canada agreed to conduct an annual reconciliation of their 
trade data2 that the extent of this problem was discovered. The 1971 
reconciliation showed a discrepancy of $400 million between reported U.S. 
exports and recorded Canadian imports. The difference rose steadily over 
the years, and by 1986, the discrepancy was up to $11.5 billion, accounting 
for more than 20 percent of total trade between the two countries. 

The problem was not limited to exports to Canada In a 1988 study, the 
Federal Reserve Rank of St. Louis analyzed U.S. export data and the 
import data of several other countries for the years 1960 through 1986. The 
bank found that U.S. merchandise exports had been undercounted 
throughout the period. It estimated that the undercount of exports to the 
countries included in the study paralleled the undercount of exports to 
Canada found in the U.S.-Canada merchandise trade data reconciliations3 
Similarly, a 1992 study, by the National Research Council (NRC) of the 
National Academy of Sciences estimated that in recent years there were 
from $10 to $20 billion more in U.S. exports than were reported. In 

‘Robert E. Lipsey, ‘Reviving the Federal Statistical System: International Aspects” American 
Economics Association Papers and Proceedings (May 1990), p. 338. 

% merchandise tmde data reconciliations, Census compares U.S. data to another country’s data in 
order to ident& discrepancies. These reconciliations give Census a better understanding of the quality 
of U.S. data 

3Mack Ott, ‘Have U.S. Exports Been Larger Than Reported?” Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
(Sept./Ott. 1988), p. 3. 
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addition, a series of audits at U.S. airports by Census in 1989 indicated that 
the undercount of exports resulting from the failure of exporters or their 
agents to file export documents was $6.7 billion, or about 7.2 percent of 
the value of merchandise exported by air in 1988. According to Census, 
exports by air accounted for about 30 percent of total export value in 1988. 

Census has attributed the undercount mainly to exporters failing to 
properly file export documents with U.S. Customs. As we will discuss 
later, Customs does not strictly enforce requirements that exporters 
submit documents accurately describing the type, value, and destination of 
the goods that are to be exported. Consequently, exporters have little 
incentive to report on their shipments accurately or at all. The potential 
effect of this reporting problem is illustrated by a Census estimate that 
$10.2 billion (87 percent) of the $11.5 billion discrepancy in exports to 
Canada in 1986 were caused by Customs’ nonreceipt of export documents. 

Customs is planning an automated system for collecting export 
information. Customs hopes this Automated Export System will not only 
improve the quality of export data but will help Customs to enforce laws 
governing the export of technologies related to national security. Customs, 
with Census’ assistance, has conducted a limited test of the system at the 
port of Charleston, SC. Customs plans to do more extensive testing in the 
near future, but it is unclear when the system wiIl be implemented. 
Customs and Census believe that the system can help reduce the 
undercounting of exports. 

U.S.-Canada Import By 1987, the Canadian and U.S. governments concluded that the problems 

Data Exchange Aimed 
resulting from the large discrepancies between U.S. export and Canadian 
import data needed to be resolved. Early in that year, the heads of U.S. and 

at Improving Export Canada Customs and Census and Statistics Canada met in Washington, 

Data D.C., to discuss the problem. They decided that the best solution would be 
to exchange import data and use it to determine each country’s exports to 
the other. On July 29,1987, at a meeting in Montreal, the agency heads 
formally agreed in a memorandum of understanding (Mou)-a formal 
negotiated information-sharing arrangement-to exchange data 

In the process of negotiating the MOU, U.S. and Canadian agencies 
identified the data regarding exports that were reported by one country 
but that were not part of the other country’s import database.4 In the first 

‘For example, the United Stabs did not require import documents to specify the Canadian province of 
origin, which Canada considers an essential element of its export data 

I 
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2-l/2 years after the MOU, the U.S. and Canadian agencies worked together 
to develop the procedures necessary to permit the exchange of data. First, 
they incorporated the necessary export data identified before the MOU into 

each country’s import collection systems. Second, the U.S. and Canadian 
agencies agreed on similar concept& standards and definitions for 
compiling import and export data Third, the countries sought to align 
their classifications of traded commodities. F’inally, the countries 
developed a computer system to transmit and process exchanged import 
data The countries began exchanging import data in January 1988. In 
January 1990, they began substituting each other’s import data for their 
export data 

United States 
Reconciles but Does 
Not Exchange Trade 
Data With Other 
Countries 

Census does not use any country’s but Canada’s import data to estimate 
U.S. exports. Census, however, attempts to reconcile U.S. trade data with 
the trade data of several maljor trading partners. Census has ongoing trade 
data reconciliation projects with Japan, South Korea, Australia, the EC, and 
Mexico and has published the results of reconciliations for 1989 and 1990 
trade with Japan, 1989 and 1991 trade with South Korea, and 1989 trade 
with the EC. The objective of these reconciliaGons is to give Census a 
better idea about the quality of its trade data. 

Although it would seem that another country’s import data would mirror 
U.S. data on exports to that cormtry, this is not entirely the case. Because 
of conceptual and definitional differences in other countries’ da& simple 
comparisons of import and export data can be misleading. Census and the 
reconciliation partner nations can adjust for some of these differences, but 
the information available to adjust for other differences is often 
inadequate. For example, merchandise exported to the United States from 
a reconciliation partner sometimes involves manufactured goods that are 
transshipped through a third country. Census often does not have access 
to enough information to determine how these shipments were counted by 
the reconciliation partner 

Because of these conceptual and definitional issues, Census cannot 
estimate exactly the degree to which exports are undercounted to a 
reconciliation partner nation. However, discrepancies that could not be 
resolved in the reconciliation between exports reported by the United 
States and imports reported by the reconciliation partner represent the 
upper limit of the export undercount, according to Census. The 
reconciliations that have been completed indicated that unresolved 
discrepancies in the data were about 3 percent for Japan and the EC and 
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between 2 and 7 percent for South Korea Census is still working on 
reconciliations with Mexico and Australia Census officials noted that 
progress on the reconciliation with Mexico has been slow because of 
differences in how Mexico and the United States categorize certain 
imports and exports6 Staff from Census and Mexico’s statistical agency 
are working to resolve these differences. However, Census does not know 
when the reconciliation will be completed or how useful it will be in 
assessing the quality of U.S.-Mexico merchandise trade data 

According to Census, the conceptual and definitional differences between 
U.S. data and the data of the United States’ reconciliation partners 
presently make it impossible to use the partners’ import data to estimate 
U.S. exports. Census was able to exchange merchandise trade data with 
Statistics Canada because U.S. data is more closely aligned with Canadian 
data than with data of other trading partners. The similarities 
notwithstanding, resolving the differences between the US. and Canadian 
databases took more than 2 years. Census, therefore, does not believe a 
similar data substitution with other nations is possible in the near future. 

How U.S. Import Data Since the MOU with Canada began, the import data produced by the United 

AreProducedand 
States have taken on added importance. Now they not only indicate the 
flow of goods into this country but also help Canada determine the 

Transmitted to amount of merchandise it is exporting to its primary trading partner, the 

Canada United States. To understand how the MOU works, it is first necessary to 
understand how U.S. import data are collected and compiled. The parallel 
OAG report, which appears in appendix I, describes in detail how Canada 
produces its import data In general, Canada’s system is very similar to 
that of the United States. 

The process begins at the ports where goods enter the United States. 
Imports from Canada mainly enter the country through the northern land 
border ports. For merchandise to enter the country, importers (or brokers 
representing them) are required to present information on the nature, 
origin, value, and other aspects of the goods.6 This entry information is 

6For example, Mexico and the United States categorize t ransactions under the maquiladoraprogram 
differently. The maquiklora program allows Mexican and foreign investors to establish manufacturing 
plants in selected areas of Mexico and exempts their imports from certain customs duties. Mexico 
considers imports to maquiladora plants, most of which come from the United States, as service 
transactions and therefore does not include them in its merchandise trade data The United States, 
however, categorizes exports to and imports from maquiladoms as merchandii trade, and they are 
reflected as such in U.S. trade data 

%stoms does not require formal documentation for nontextile import transactions vatued at less than 
51,250 nor for textile shipments valued at less than $260. 
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used by Customs to determine the duties and fees owed as well as whether 
the goods are under a quota or other import restrictions. Most information 
is transmitted through an electronic data interchange known as the 
Automated Broker Interface (ABX), which is part of Customs’ overall 
computerized merchandise processing system, the Automated Commercial 
System (ACS). If entry information is not transmitted electronically through 
ABI, it must be presented on paper at the port of entry. 

The entry information submitted to Customs by importers forms the basis 
for the nation’s data on merchandise imports. Each entry lists the country 
of origin, the international Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) number that 
indicates the type of good being imported, the value of the merchandise, 
the quantity, its weight, and several other items describing the shipment. 

In 1992, more than 90 percent of all entries were filed through AEX The 
1992 ABI filing rate for entries from Canada was virtually the same as the 
overall figure. ABI has statistical edits designed by Census that reject 
entries that do not meet statistical parameters developed by Customs and 
Census. For example, a shipment of textiles with an unusually high unit 
value would fail the edit program. Rejected entries are electronically 
transmitted back over AEU to be corrected by the filer. ABI entries that are 
accepted by Customs are transmitted to Census headquarters in Suitland, 
MD. 

The remaining entries are liled on paper with Customs by importers or 
brokers, either because the filer does not have access to AEU or because 
some unique characteristics of the entry make it more efficient to fiIe 
marmaRy. After these entries are manually reviewed and accepted by 
Customs, copies are mailed to the Census processing center in 
Jeffersonville, IN, where they are sorted, reviewed for errors, and entered 
into Census’ computer files. 

If Customs discovers an error in an entry af%er it is transmitted to Census, 
it is supposed to send a corrected version to Census. This is done either 
through an on-line system that transmits corrections directly to Census or 
for some manually filed entries, by sending an amended statistical 
document. Statistical errors sometimes are found by Customs import 
specialists These staff, who are normally located in Customs district 
offices, review selected entry documents to ensure that the proper amount 
of duties and fees are paid on imported merchandise and to verify that 
imports comply with various quotas, other restrictions, and statistical 
reporting requirements. An import specialist can correct errors before or 
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after statistical data are transmitted to Census, depending on the workload 
and the nature of the entry. For example, quota entries must be reviewed 
before merchandise is released by Customs and therefore before statistical 
information on the entry is sent to Census. Import specialists do not 
review all entry documents. Rather, a component of the ACS system, the 
Entry Summary Selectivity (ESS) system, selects entry summaries for 
review on the basis of risk criteria ESS selects about half of all entries 
submitted by importers. 

After Census enters the import data filed on paper into its computer, the 
information is merged with import data that were transferred directly to 
Census through ABI. Census then subjects all of the data to a further array 
of statistical edits. Like the edits done by Customs’ ABI program, these 
Census edits test whether import entries fit within established parameters 
for value, quantity, country of origin, classification, and other data 
elements. Import entries that fail any of the edits are examined by Census 
commodity specialists, who may then contact Customs to obtain the 
information needed to resolve the problem. The edits are performed every 
week, and corrected records are reentered into the database the following 
week After the data are processed, they are summarized on a monthly 
basis and released to the public. The first monthly release usually occurs 
about 45 days after the close of the subject month and contains the overall 
import, export, and trade balance data Soon thereafter, Census releases 
more detailed reports by commodity and trading partner and other 
breakouts. 

Data on imports from Canada that have been processed by Census are 
transmitted electronically to Statistics Canada three times each month 
over a dedicated communications linkup. Alternatively, Statistics Canada 
sends its data on imports from the United States to Census twice each 
month over the linkup. Once each country receives the import data, it 
submits the data to its normal editing process. If errors are suspected by 
either of the statistical agencies, either one contacts its counterpart to 
obtain clarification or corrected information. After processing the import 
data, the respective statistical agencies then integrate them with the data 
on exports to other countries and release them according to a coordinated 
schedule. 
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Exchange Has Greatly Canadian and U.S. officials said that the MOU has been successful, although 

Improved Data on 
U.S. Exports to 
Canada, but a Few 
Problems Remain 

they are still working to improve some aspects of it. The officials indicated 
that they are more confident than they were before the MOU about the 
reliability of the data on their merchandise trade relationship. By 
defmition, the MOU has virtually eliminated the discrepancy between the 
amount of goods that Canada was reporting as imported from the United 
States and the amount the United States said it had exported to Canada 
According to NRC, this discrepancy had reached a high of $16 billion in 
unrecorded U.S. exports to Canada in 1989, which was about 20 percent of 
total recorded U.S. exports to Canada 

The MOU has increased the efficiency of Canada and U.S. Customs 
merchandise processing efforts at U.S.-Canada border ports. As a result of 
the MOU, Canada and the United States no longer collect export 
declarations for shipments bound for each other’s country. A committee 
composed of officials from both countries reported that 5 million fewer 
export declarations needed to be filed by exporters in 1990 as a result of 
the MOU. The MOU thus significantly reduced the countries’ reporting 
burden. U.S. Customs no longer staffs outbound lanes at Canadian border 
ports, although these lanes were staffed only sporadically before the MOU 
because of resource limitations. 

Both Canadian and U.S. officials acknowledged that they still need to 
resolve a few issues involving or related to the MOU. These issues mainly 
limit the efficiency of data transfer or have some impact on other aspects 
of the two countries’ merchandise trade databases. None of these 
remaining issues significantly affect the quality of U.S.-Canada 
merchandise trade data 

The most serious remaining issue, the undercounting of shipments 
traveling through either the United States or Canada and bound for 
another country, may actually be a by-product of the MOU. Although the 
requirement to file declarations on exports to the United States or Canada 
was eliminated by the MOU, each country still requires declarations to be 
filed for exports to other countries. Some of these exports enter the 
United States and Canada before they are shipped to another country. 
These exports are referred to as in-transit shipments. For example, a truck 
originating in Canada may enter the United States with some or all of its 
load bound for Mexico. In such a case, the trucker is required to file an 
export declaration with Canadian Customs for the part of the shipment 
destined for Mexico. 
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Studies by Statistics Canada and U.S. Census indicated that since the MOU 

eliminated the export, declaration requirement for exports between the 
United States and Canada, there has been an undercounting of in-transit 
shipments. The agencies attributed this undercounting to a failure of 
exporters (the shipper is considered the exporter of record) to comply 
with the filing requirement. Agency officials believed that some shippers 
do not understand that they are still required to file declarations for 
in-transit shipments, while others do not bother to tie. Because exit lanes 
at U.S.-Canada ports of entry are not staffed by each country’s Customs 
inspectors and because shippers are expected to voluntarily drop off 
export declarations before leaving each country, it is almost impossible for 
the Customs agencies to ensure compliance with the filing requirement for 
in-transit exports. 

Statistics Canada is concerned that the in-transit reporting problem is 
causing an undercount of Canadian exports to Mexico and other countries. 
Consequently, it proposed that U.S. Customs should attempt to capture 
critical export information on the documents it colhxts from shippers 
moving goods through the United States that are bound for Mexico. 
Alternatively, Statistics Canada asked that U.S. Customs collect the export 
declaration itself on behalf of Canada Customs. U.S. Customs responded 
that neither option was possible because both conflicted with Customs’ 
goal to lessen regulatory burdens on the trade community. Furthermore, 
Customs said it lacked the necessary staff to collect the additional 
documentation. Census does not believe that data on U.S. exports to 
third-party countries through Canada are significantly affected by the 
in-transit reporting problem. Nevertheless, Census made similar requests 
to Canada Customs but was turned down for the same reasons. 

Tn August 1992, at the annual meeting of the heads of the U.S. and 
Canadian agencies involved in the MOU, the m-transit reporting problem 
was a major topic of discussion. Agency officials noted that U.S. and 
Canada Customs are implementing automated systems to track the 
movement of shipments, including in-transit shipments. The agency 
officials said they hoped that these systems might eventuatly be used to 
collect data on in-transit shipments. 

Another issue yet to be resolved involves Canada’s ability to capture data 
on the transportation of U.S. exports to Canada Before the MOU, Canada 
collected limited information on merchandise transportation. The United 
States, on the other hand, required exporters to submit such data as mode 
of transportation and the freight charges involved in moving the 
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merchandise to the port of export. The MOU specified that Canada would 
begin capturing this transportation data in its import documents. Canada 
introduced a revised import document in January 1991, but U.S. Census 
found serious problems with the quality of the transportation data that 
were being captured. Some of these problems, such as deficiencies in the 
reporting of shipping weight, have been resolved. However, problems 
remain with Canadian importers inaccurately reporting or altogether 
failing to report inland freight charges and the mode of transportation. 
Canada Customs has instituted a campaign to educate importers on the 
proper filing of transportation information, and U.S. Census has asked 
Statistics Canada to improve its data edits to identify errors in 
transportation information. However, Census and BEA continue to be 
concerned about the quality of information on inland freight and mode of 
transport in Canada’s import data BEA estimates that Canada’s import dam 
may overstate inland freight charges by as much as $2 billion. 

The United States and Canada are still working on aligning their 
classifications of commodities. At the 1992 annual meeting on the MOU, the 
Assistant Chief Statistician of Statistics Canada announced that the 
countries agreed on the classifications of commodities representing about 
80 to 85 percent of the value of their bilateral trade. Some of the alignment 
issues that remain involve the countries’ agreeing on the detailed HTS 

classification of some commodities7 However, a more immediate concern 
of Statistics Canada and Census is the countries’ agreeing on the unit used 
to measure the quantity of more than 2,200 of the 14,000 classes of goods 
traded by the United States and Canada For about 800 of these classes, a 
quantity measure is used by one of the countries (e.g., kilograms) that 
cannot be converted into the measure used by the other (e.g., number of 
units). For another 1,400 classes, one country requires a quantity measure 
while the other does not. 

As is normal in any bilateral trading relationship, Canada and the United 
States also have disagreements over how certain commodities should be 
classified. Since HTS was implemented in 1989, creating a unified 
international commodity classification system, the United States and 
Canada have disagreed over which tariff codes should apply to some 
commodities. At the 1992 annual meeting on the MOU, a Statistics Canada 
official reported that Canada and the United States have had 54 
classification disagreements, of which 31 have been resolved. The two 
countries have agreed to address the remaining 23 cases in order of their 

‘Under HTS, commodities are fust classified into broad groups, e.g., passenger automobiles. The 
commodities are then given more detailed classifications, e.g., station wagons with engines smaller 
than 3.0 liters. 
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importance to U.S.-Canada trade. Five cases that the countries could not 
resolve unilaterally had to be referred to the Customs Cooperative Council 
in Brussels for resolution. 

One issue that the counties are still working to resolve involves 
identifying the province of origin of U.S. imports from Canada Canadian 
provinces have a large amount of autonomy in setting economic policy, 
and therefore, data on their trade with other countries is important. Before 
the MOU, U.S. Customs did not collect this information on its import 
documents. Since the MOU was implemented, U.S. Customs has been 
deriving the province of origin from the address of the Canadian vendor, 
who often is not the producer of the good. Consequently, provincial data 
users have questioned the reliability of the province-of-origin portion of 
the import data supplied by U.S. Census. 

U.S. Customs had hoped to solve the province-of-origin problem by 
requiring importers to supply province-of-origin information on their 
import entries starting in the second quarter of 1993. However, importers 
and their brokers protested this requirement. They argued that in many 
cases they import goods from Canadian intermediaries who do not provide 
information on where in Canada the goods originated. As a result of the 
protests, U.S. Customs did not implement the province-of-origin reporting 
requirement. However, U.S. Customs has agreed to try to improve its 
current system for deriving the province of origin. 

Statistics Canada and U.S. Census also are taking steps to coordinate the 
procedures they use to edit import data As we noted earlier, each agency 
edits import data before sending it on to its counterpart. Each counterpart 
agency then reedits the import data received according to its own 
procedures. This reediting of the import data conflicts with the objective 
of the MOU to streamline the processing of import data by the countries’ 
statistical and Customs agencies. Also, by the time reediting is done, it is 
sometimes difficult to correct identified errors because the necessary 
information is not available. This forces the statistical agencies to impute 
the unavailable information. Recognizing the need to correct this problem, 
a committee of Canadian and U.S. officials involved in the MOU created a 
working group to address the problem. The group’s mandate is to align the 
editing procedures used by the statistical agencies so that the need to 
impute information can be substantially reduced or eliminated. 
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Some Procedures in As we noted earlier, U.S. Customs and U.S. Census employ edits to identify 

Place for Ma intaining 
and correct errors in the data filed by importers. However, the edits can 

Accuracy, but Overail 
only catch import entry data that does not fall within the various edit 
parameters Although these edits are extremely useful for maintaining data 

Quality of Import Data qutity, they alone are not sufficient for ensuring data accuracy. 
Procedures are also needed to guard against importers IiJing false 

Unclear information as well as to ensure that information is not lost or altered 
inadvertently as it goes through the many collection and processing steps. 
Recent evaluations of compliance and quality control procedures by NRC 
and us reveal that there are problems with these procedures th& could 
affect the accuracy of import data, including data on imports from Canada6 
U.S. Census and U.S, Customs have attempted to improve their 
procedures, but more work is needed in this area 

Trade Data Quality 
Controls Have Flaws 

In 1992, NRC released a report that was critical of the U.S. international 
trade and financial data system. The report, Behind the Numbers: US. 
Trade in the World Economy, concluded that these data have major 
shortcomings that need to be addressed for the country to have a timely, 
accurate, relevant, and cost-effective international data system. Our work 
at both U.S. Customs and U.S. Census confirms many of NRC’S findings 
regarding merchandise trade data. 

The NRC report devoted considerable attention to merchandise trade data 
Although in the report NRC acknowledged several recent improvements in 
the merchandise trade data system, such as reduced processing delays as 
weIl as the U.S.-Canada import data exchange MOU, it concluded that the 
system stilI had significant problems. The most serious of these problems 
was the undercounting of exports that we discussed earlier in this chapter. 
Another problem NRC cited was the lack of a formal data management 
framework to guide the collection, processing, storage, and dissemination 
of merchandise trade data This lack, the report concluded, makes it 
difficult for agencies to monitor and evaluate their own performances and 
to identify areas needing improvement. 

In the report, NRC specifically noted that the computer edits performed on 
merchandise trade data were the only major quality control mechanism in 
the data collection system. It was most critical of the system’s lack of 
control over paper import entry forms. According to NRC, there were no 

%ee Behind the Numbers: U.S. Trade in the World Economy,_Committee on National Statistics, 
Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education, National Research Council 
(Washington, DC.: 1992) and Customs Service: Trade Enforcement Activities Impaired by 
Management Problems (GAO/GGD-92-123, Sept. 24, 1992). 
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statistical controls in Census’ Jeffersonville, IN, processing center’s mail 
room, where the paper entry forms are received from Customs. 
Consequently, it was not possible for Census to ascertain whether 
statistical documents were inadvertently discarded or lost before they 
could be entered into the computer. In the report, NRC noted that in the 
early 198Os, Census decided not to institute statistical controls for 
budgetary reasons. Census was not aware of any documents being lost, 
but Census officials said that some documents that should have been 
reviewed for errors may have been accidentally sent directly to be entered 
into the computer. However, the report noted that even if erroneous 
information was entered, errors would be identified in the computer edits. 

We visited Census’ Jeffersonville processing center in May 1993 to review 
the control of paper import entry forms. Census officials at the center 
admitted that there was still a lack of control over documents from the 
time they were mailed by Customs until they were delivered to 
Jeffersonme. Census officials said that Census and Customs are working 
to institute a system to verify that entry documents sent by Customs are 
actually received at Jeffersonville. We found, however, that rigorous 
procedures were in place to control the flow of documents through 
processing once they were received at the Jeffersonville center. 

Less than 5 percent of import entries are ffied on paper and thus subject, to 
manual processing at Jeffersonville. The remainder are filed through the 
ABI system and, as we noted earlier, are transmitted electronically from 
Customs to Census headquarters for editing. Although paper entries 
constitute a small portion of the total entries filed, they account for a 
much larger percentage of the total value of imports, particularly imports 
from Canada Census data show that in December 1992, entries 
representing about 18 percent, of the total value of imports that month 
were filed on paper. Moreover, data on almost 40 percent of the total value 
of Canadian imports that month were entered manually. 

Automotive imports mainly account for the high value of manually Bed 
entries Tom Canada A 1965 trade agreement between the United States 
and Canada removed tariffs on vehicles and original equipment auto parts 
(i.e., not replacement parts) produced by American or Canadian 
companies in either the United States or Canada9 The agreement also set 
up a system whereby importers dealing in these duty-free products could 
file a single summary entry each month, rather than one for each 

%is agreement was implemented in the United States by the Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965 
(PL 8%x3). 
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transaction, as is the usual practice. Because ABI is not equipped to handle 
these high-value monthly summary entries, importers file them manually. 

We found that U.S. Customs and U.S. Census pay special attention to these 
monthly entries. Customs import specialists at district offices on the 
U.S.-Canada border are required to verify each item on a monthly entry 
against the shipping invoices to make sure the values match. The monthly 
entries are sent to the Census’ Jeffersonvihe center separate from the 
other paper entries. 

At Jeffersonvihe, staff are expected to review manually each automobile 
monthly summary for errors before the summaries are entered into the 
computer. The entering of all automobile monthly summary information 
also is verified. Once entered, the monthly summary information is 
subjected to the same computer editing process used on all import data 
As an extra control, a staff person is responsible for ensuring that all 
importers who normally submit automobile monthly summaries have done 
so before the deadline for entering data for the monthly release of trade 
data Most monthly summaries covering automobile part imports are not 
given the same special attention at the Jeffersonville center because the 
entries they contain are not as highly valued as the entries appearing on 
automobile monthly summaries. Because of the high value of some 
automobile monthly summaries-some cover more than $300 milhon 
worth of automobiles-a serious clerical error or a lost summary could 
signiscantly affect monthly U.S.-Canada merchandise trade da 
However, the special attention given to these summaries by Customs and 
Census lowers the risk of a serious error. 

Despite these precautions, Customs and Census officials agreed that the 
accuracy of the data obtained from the summaries could be controlled 
more efficiently and less labor intensively if the data were submitted 
electronicalIy. Customs is hoping to upgrade AH in the near future to 
accept monthly summary entries from businesses importing automobiles 
and automobile parts under the 1965 trade agreement with Canada 

Improvements Needed in 
Trade Data Quality 
Assurance 

In its report, NRC made several recommendations for improving the quality 
of merchandise trade data. Some of these recommendations pertained 
exclusively to U.S. export data but are not applicable to data on U.S. 
exports to Canada because of the data exchange MOU. Two 

recommendations, however, were aimed at improving the overall 
management of the merchandise trade data system. Both Census and 
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Customs have made limited progress in implementing these 
recommendations. 

The first recommendation was that Census and Customs should ident@ 
and develop performance measures of the quality of merchandise trade 
data to guide those responsible for data collection, analysis, and 
dissemination. In addition to providing an overall estimate of the quality of 
published merchandise trade data, these measures are also to indicate the 
quality of key processes such as data collection, coding, editing, and error 
correction procedures. The other recommendation was for Census to 
establish a system for independently reviewing a sample of import and 
export transactions. The reviews would be done by staff who were not 
involved in the original processing of the transactions, and their results 
would be used to determine the sources and causes of errors and to 
develop procedures to improve data quality. Census and Customs officials 
agreed that their quality control processes needed improvement. However, 
the agencies have not completely implemented the two NRC 
recommendations. 

Census has programs underway that address to some extent the NRC 

recommendation regarding performance monitoring. For example, Census 
has developed a program to measure the quality of its editing and 
imputation processes. However, Census said that it would be difficult and 
expensive to fully implement the performance measurement system 
suggested by NRC. 

Although not directly in response to the NRC recommendation, Census, in 
conjunction with Statistics Canada, has begun looking for ways to improve 
the quality of the import data involved in the MOU. Census and Statistics 
Canada officials have visited three U.S.-Canada border ports of entry: the 
one between Blaine, Washington and Pacific Highway, British Columbia; 
the one between Buffalo, New York, and Fort Erie, Ontario; and the one 
between Detroit, Michigan, and Windsor, Ontario. These visits were 
intended for the agency officials to observe firsthand how merchandise 
trade data are collected and to suggest needed improvements. Census and 
Statistics Canada officials have also visited ports of entry that are not on 
the U.S.-Canada border. These ports include the seaport and airport in 
Montreal, Quebec; the airport in Toronto, Ontario; JFK Airport in New 
York; and the seaport in Newark, New Jersey. Through these visits to ports 
of entry that are not on the U.S.-Canada border, the officials hoped to gain 
a perspective on how shipments that go through the United States or 
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Canada on route to another country were being handled by US. and 
Canada Customs. 

Although more visits to ports are planned in 1994, the number of trips will 
be limited because of budget constraints that are faced by both agencies. 
Census and Statistics Canada officials said that the initial visits have 
mainly served to acquaint them with the data collection process. They 
hoped that these and future visits will result in program improvements. 

Census has not implemented the NRC recommendation regarding 
independent reviews. Census said they lacked the staff and other 
resources to do independent reviews. The agency noted that the 
independent reviews recommended by NRC would only apply to import 
data filed by importers on paper. Because less than 5 percent of import 
entries are currently filed on paper, Census believes that independent 
reviews would not be co&effective. 

Lack of Assurance That The controls that we have discussed thus far, both those that are in place 
Import Information Is Filed and those that are proposed, on merchandise trade data collection and 
in Compliance With the processing are most effective at detecting and correcting inadvertent 

Law errors made by filers or data input clerks. The controls are less effective in 
discovering misrepresentations of commodities by importers in the 
documents they file with Customs. The controls are, of course, not 
effective in identifying underground trade, in which persons smuggle 
merchandise into the country without filing the required documents with 
Customs or making the merchandise available to Customs for inspection. 
Merchandise smuggled or imported improperly into the country is either 
not reflected or is reflected improperly and possibly inaccurately in 
merchandise trade data. 

Customs relies on detailed examinations of cargo and the accompanying 
documentation to detect noncompliance with the nation’s trade laws for 
the purpose of avoiding duty or import restrictions. In a recent report, we 
pointed out flaws in these processes and concluded that Customs lacks 
assurance that trade laws are being effectively enforced.” Although 
Customs has taken several steps to improve its trade enforcement efforts, 
the effectiveness of these steps at this time remains unknown. Because 
Customs lacks information on the results of its cargo inspections and 
import document reviews, it is unknown how trade data have been 
affected by importer noncompliance. 

1oGAO/GGD-92-123, September 24, 1992. 
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Customs inspects cargo to ensure that it does not violate trade laws or 
restrictions and is, therefore, admissible into the country. An inspection 
essentially verifies that the merchandise in the containers is what is 
described on the entry documents. Custom uses a component of Acs, the 
Cargo Selectivity System (css), as its primary method for choosing cargo 
for examination. In conjunction with related ACS programs, css is used to 
process entry documents, assess the risk posed by the stated cargo, 
identify cargo for inspection, and store management information about the 
results of these examin ations. css also selects a random sample of cargo 
for inspection as a deterrent to noncompliance by importers as well as a 
tool for assessing its own operation. In all, Customs inspects about 
8 percent of all shipments. 

In our September 1992 report, we questioned the effectiveness of Customs 
cargo examination efforts. By comparing data from Customs’ random 
examinations to results from examinations done on cargo identified by css 
or Customs inspectors as high risk, we estimated that Customs did not 
detect about 220,000 of the 265,680 entries that violated the trade laws. 
Thus, about 84 percent of the total trade law violations in imported cargo 
were not detected in 1991, allowing this merchandise to pass into domestic 
commerce. Our analysis showed that about 4 percent of all entries violated 
the law. We estimate that about 3.3 percent (84 percent of 4 percent) of all 
entries that violated trade laws went undetected. 

No information is available on the nature of undetected violations. 
However, Customs records show that more than 60 percent of the 
violations actually discovered from fiscal years 1989 through 1991 were 
marking violations. l1 Customs inspectors also discovered classification, 
quota, and miscellaneous violations. Customs records do not indicate the 
significance of discovered violations. Customs and Census off&& 
acknowledged that if violations go undetected, the accuracy of import data 
could be affected. 

Customs also attempts to ensure importer compliance through import 
specialist reviews of entry documentation. The purpose of these 
classification and value reviews is to ensure that the proper amount of 
duties and fees is paid on merchandise and to verify that imports comply 
with other restrictions. All of these activities are done by import 
specialists who make their classification and value determinations by 
reviewing a variety of documents that importers are required to submit. 
Among these documents is a Customs form, known as an entry summary, 

%larking violations occur when goods are labeled in a false or miskding manner. 
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which describes the classification and value of the merchandise for duty 
assessment purposes and includes the shipment invoice. In 1988, Customs 
introduced ESS. As we said earlier, ESS is designed to automatically select 
documents for an import specialist to review on the basis of risk criteria 
Risks include underpayment of duties, noncompliance with trade quotas, 
and other merchandise restrictions. ESS also selects a random sample of 
about 0.06 percent of entry summaries. A total of about 50 percent of 
shipments are selected for entry document review. 

In our 1992 report, we concluded that the processes for ensuring that 
merchandise entering the United States is properly classified and valued 
are not effective. We found that ESS did not readily provide information to 
import specialists on why entry documents were selected for review and 
that system design limitations made it difficult for them to use ESS, thus 
discouraging diligent enforcement efforts. In addition, Ess selects a large 
number of entry documents for review, about 4 million in 1990, or nearly 
8,000 per import specialist. Sixty-seven percent of import specialists 
responding to a questionnaire we used for the 1992 report thought that 
their units did not have enough staff to do their work. In two visits to 
Customs districts in mid-1991, we were told by import specialists that 
increasing workload and other responsibilities left them with little time to 
carefully review import documents. This sentiment was echoed by import 
specialists at one of the Canadian border districts we visited in early 1993. 

In our 1992 report, we also found that Customs could not assess the 
effectiveness of the ESS criteria in targeting high-risk entry documents 
because ESS does not allow Customs to compare the entry document 
reviews with the specific criteria prompting their review. Thus, Customs 
has no estimate of the percentage of violations discovered by import 
specialist reviews and so it cannot assess the impact of classification and 
value violations on the accuracy of import data 

Customs has taken steps to address the problems with its trade 
enforcement efforts. It is in the process of improving the effectiveness of 
css in targeting high-risk shipments. It has also redesigned ESS to include a 
feature that captures the results of entry reviews, which can then be used 
to assess the effectiveness of the targeting criteria. The upgraded ESS is 
currently only available in some Customs districts, but Customs plans to 
expand its use to all districts. Most importantly, Customs established a 
selectivity redesign task force to fundamentally rethink its trade 
enforcement efforts and to develop a reliable capability to assess 
compliance with the trade laws on an industry-by-industry basis. Until 
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these changes are fully implemented and proven effective, Customs’ ability 
to guard against the introduction of false information into import data will 
remain open to question. 

Conclusions The federal government has done much in recent years to improve the 
quality of merchandise trade data. In the case of U.S.-Canada trade data, 
the improvements have been particularly impressive. The import data 
exchange MOU with Canada and the import data reconciliations Census 
performs with its counterparts from our other major trading partners have 
increased the accuracy of U.S. export data Computer edits of import data 
have also been helpful in identifying errors in the data. However, more 
needs to be done to improve the procedures for maintaining the quality of 
the data as it passes through the many stages of collection and processing. 
Moreover, until Customs institutes better systems for ensuring that 
imports enter the country in compliance with the law, the overall accuracy 
of merchandise trade data will remain open to question. Nevertheless, the 
fact that traders are required by law to report each import and export 
transaction to Customs means that U.S. merchandise trade data are more 
reliable than most data on other forms of trade, such as service 
transactions. We discuss these other types of trade data in chapter 3, 

Agency Comments Customs in its written comments said that our report provides a good 
overview of the data collection problems affecting not just the 
U.S.-Canada import data exchange MOU but merchandise trade data 
collection in general. Customs further noted that while our report 
recognized flaws in the collection of merchandise trade data, it also 
indicated the general success of the MOU and the fact that Customs 
continues to work toward the improvement of its data collection efforts. 

In its written comments, Commerce emphasized that the U.S. data 
exchange MOU already has yielded considerable benefits in terms of more 
accurate merchandise export data, paperwork reduction, and the 
redirection of resources to improving overall trade data. However, 
Commerce indicated that there remains room for improvement in trade 
data, For example, it noted that Census research shows that the 
undercounting of merchandise exports has been greatly reduced but not 
eliminated. 
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Many people in government, industry, and the media have focused their 
discussions of the country’s international economic competitiveness 
almost exclusively on merchandise trade. However, merchandise trade 
accounts for only a part of U.S. international economic activity. Service 
transactions, such as the purchase of international airline tickets and 
international long-distance telephone calls and interest that is paid on 
investments by foreign citizens, constitute an important and growing part 
of the United States’ economic relationship with Canada and other 
countries. For example, services and income on investments accounted 
for about 23 percent of the United States’ total exports to Canada in 1992. 
Despite the importance of services and investment income in U.S. foreign 
trade, data on them is of lower quality than data on merchandise trade 
because of BEA's reliance on surveys that are limited in frequency, detail, 
and coverage. Initiatives have been proposed by the current and previous 
administrations to improve these surveys, but Congress has approved 
limited funding for these initiatives. 

Merchandise Trade Is In addition to merchandise, countries also exchange services, such as 

Only Part of 
travel and passenger services, transportation services for foreign goods, 
and patent information or other property that generates license fees or 

International royalty payments. The receipt and payment of income on international 

Economic investments are also part of economic relationships between nations. 

Relationships 
Other types of international transactions include unilateral transfers, in 
which resources are transferred from one country to another without the 
recipient providing or promising to provide anything in return, 
Merchandise trade, services, investment income, and transfers together 
constitute what is known as the current account. 

The current account alone, however, does not represent the full extent of 
international economic transactions. Transactions in financial assets 
between residents and nonresidents of a country, such as direct or 
portfolio investments, are included in a separate category known as the 
capital account. The current and capital accounts together constitute a 
country’s balance of payments, which is the statistical summary of all of 
the country’s international transactions. 

BEA compiles its balance of payments accounts in accordance with the 
principles of double entry business accounting, which require that every 
debit to an account be offset by a credit to another account. Conceptually, 
therefore, the net sum of the debit and credit entries in the balance of 
payments accounts is to be zero. However, the data used to construct 
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these accounts come fkom many databases that vary in terms of 
completeness, accuracy, and the period covered. Consequently, there are 
inevitable discrepancies between credits and debits in the accounts in any 
given period. BEA, therefore, adds an entry in the balance of payments 
accounts, known as the statistical discrepancy, to balance the credits and 
debits. 

BEA publishes several partial balances of various aspects of U.S. 
international transactions. The most widely known is the balance of 
merchandise trade, which measures the difference between merchandise 
imports and exports. Another important statistical summary is the balance 
on the current account, which measures the net receipts or payments of 
merchandise plus services, income on direct and portfolio investments, 
and unilateral transfers. The current account balance is widely used 
internationally for assessing overall trade flows and balances. 

Figure 3. I depicts graphically the international accounts that make up the 
various trade balances. Table 3.1 shows U.S. transactions, including trade 
balances, worIdwide and with Canada for 1992. 
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Merchandise trade - Imports Merchandise trade 
+ Services + Unilateral + Services 
+ Investment income transfers (net) + Investment income 

Exports Balance on current Imports 
account 

U.S. official reserves (net) 
+ Other government assets (ne 
+ U.S. private assets (net) 

U.S. assets abroad (net) 

U.S. balance of paymentsa 

U.S. assets abroad (net) 
- Foreign assets in the 

United States (net) 
Balance on capital 

account 

Foreign official reserves (net) 
+ Other foreian assets (net) 

Foreign assets in the 
United States (net) 

b- 

aThe U.S. balance of payments by definition equals zero (i.e., the balance on the current account 
minus the balance on the capital account), including any statistical discrepancy. 

Source: BEA data 
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Table 3.1: U.S. Transactions 
Worldwide and With Canada for 1992 Dollars in millions 

Transactions 
Current account 

Worldwide Canada 

Merchandise exports $440,138 $91,146 
Merchandise imports -536,276 -100,871 

Balance on merchandise 

Balance on services 

trade 

Income on U.S. assets abroad 

Service exports 

Income payments on foreign 
assets in the United States 

Service imports 

Balance on income 
Balance on merchandise, services, 
and income 

56,411 

-96,138 

9,188 

-9,725 

1 lo,61 2 

179,710 

9,128 

17,719 
-123,299 

-104,391 

-8.532 

-3,762 
6,222 5,366 

-33.505 4.829 
Unilateral transfers, net 
Balance on current account 
Capital account 

-66,400 
-32,895 

4,507 
-322 

U.S. official reserves abroad 3,901 a 

Other U.S. government reserves abroad -1,609 63 
Total U.S. assets abroad, net (capital outflowl -50.961 -8.677 

Foreign official reserves in the United States 
Other foreign assets in the United States 

Total foreign assets in the United 
States, net (capital inflow) 
Balance on capital account 
Balance of payments, statistical 
discrepancy 
Note: Merchandise trade data reflect adjustments by BEA to Census data. For example, the 
adjustments exclude exports of merchandise under U.S. military sales contracts and imports of 
merchandise under direct defense spending. 

40,684 511 
88,895 690 

129,579 1,201 
78,618 -7,476 

-12,218 2,970 

aData were not available 

Source: BEA data 

As table 3.1 indicates, the merchandise trade balance was a negative 
$96 billion in 1992, while the balance on services was a positive $56 billion. 
The table illustrates how the merchandise trade balance provides an 
incomplete picture of the U.S. trade balance, One reason many in the press 
and government rely on the merchandise trade balance as the sole 
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indicator of U.S. international competitiveness is that the balance is 
released monthly, while information on the entire current account is 
available only on a quarterly basis. The Department of Commerce, 
however, has announced that it hopes to begin publishing service 
transaction data on a monthly basis. BFA and Census are currently studying 
the feasibility of preparing monthly estimates of service transactions. 

U.S. trade in services has been growing rapidly over the last decade. Total 
exports of services in current dolks increased from $72.9 billion to 
$179.7 billion from 1985 to 1992, while imports of services increased from 
$72.8 billion to $123.3 billion over the same period. These increases 
represent real growth rates of 92 percent for exports and 32 percent for 
imports over the period. Growth in the services categories was 
substantially greater than the growth of merchandise trade over that same 
period. 

Service trade with Canada in current dollars also increased rapidly during 
those years from $7.1 billion to $17.7 billion for exports to Canada and 
from $5.1 billion to $8.5 bitlion for imports from Canada. Table 3.2 lists 
U.S. service transactions worldwide as well as with Canada for 1992. 
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Table 3.2: U.S. Current Account Service and Investment Income Transactions With Canada and Worldwide for 1992 
Dollars in millions 

Transactions 
Services 

Travel 
Passenger fares 
Other transportation 
Royalties and license fees 
Other private services 
U.S. government 
miscellaneous services 
Military transfers/direct 
defense 
expenditures 

Total services 

20,238 

Exports 

1,304 
53,601 

U.S. exports U.S. exports 

5,963 

worldwide 

869 

to Canada 

56 

11,015 

$53,861 

106 

$7,975 

179,710 17,718 

17,353 1,306 
22,773 1,008 

Percentage of 

6.4 4,986 

U.S. exports 
worldwide to U.S. imports 

11.1 27,988 

Canada 

6.4 

worldwide 

2,290 

1.0 

14.8% 

13,766 

$39,872 

9.9 123.299 

7.5 10,943 
4.4 23,454 

Imports 
Percentage of 

110 2.2 

U.S. imports 
U.S. imports 

3,595 

worldwide from 

12.0 

from Canada 

195 

Canada 

a.5 

149 

$3,507 

1.1 

8.8% 

8.530 6.9 

275 2.5 
699 3.0 

Investment income 
Direct investment 
payments/receipts 
Other private 
payments/receipts 
U.S. government 
payments/receipts 

Total investment income 
Total 

49,888 2,933 a 1,630 -60 a 

53,687 6,178 a 61,582 2,733 B 

7,038 17 * 41,179 1,089 a 

110,613 9.128 a 104,391 3,762 a 

$290,323 $26,846 a $227,690 $12,292 I 
BNot applicable because one country’s investments in another country can have a net negative 
return. 

Source: BEA data. 

Significant Difficulties The coverage and accuracy of U.S. service transaction data is limited, 

in the Collection of 
U.S. Service and 
Investment Income 
Data 

primarily by BEA’s need to use statistical surveys to collect the data In 
turn, this Limitation affects the overall reliability of the current account 
side of the balance of payments. 

Although data are collected for each import and export transaction, 
service trade data are obtained on only a potion of total transactions 
through surveys. This difference in collection methods can be explained 
by the fact that the data collection systems for merchandise and service 
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trade developed in substa.ntiaUy different ways. As we noted in chapter 1, 
the United States and other nations have long been concerned about 
having accurate data on all merchandise imports in order to assess duties 
and enforce import restrictions. The data collected at the port of entry by 
Customs also forms the basis for merchandise import data Customs’ 
presence at the port of entry also allows the collection of statistical 
documents for each export transaction, even though duties are not 
assessed on exports. 

By comparison, the collection of service data had in the past been justified 
mainly on the basis of its value for statistical purposes. Since the early 
198Os, rapid advancement in the service industries has helped increase the 
attention paid to service industry data, both in the domestic and 
international economies. For example, in 1980, for the first time, the 
contribution of domestic services to the U.S. gross domestic product 
exceeded that of domestic manufactured goods. Services have also 
become more important in U.S. international trade. By 1992, service 
exports had reached 41 percent of merchandise exports, and service 
imports made up 23 percent of merchandise imports. As a rest& of this 
growth, services are now also a large part of U. S. trade policy 
considerations. During the Uruguay round of negotiations of the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), service transactions were an 
integral part of the negotiations. 

Although the importance of the service trade in the U.S. economy has been 
increasing, the data available on international service transactions lack the 
completeness and accuracy of those on merchandise trade. This situation 
is primarily due to the fact that it is more difficult to collect accurate data 
on the service trade. Unlike merchandise trade, there are no 
comprehensive administrative records from which to derive data on 
service transactions. Also, many service transactions cannot be measured 
by monitoring the U.S. border. Some service transactions, such as tourist 
services, are provided to foreign tourists in the country they are visiting, 
These service transactions contrast with merchandise trade transactions, 
which are shipped from one country across the border to another country. 
As a result, collecting data on service transactions is based on a set of 
statistical surveys that although extensive do not completely cover the 
universe of international service transactions. 

Several improvements in the collection of service data have occurred in 
the last decade. Many of these improvements have resulted from 
legislation, particularly the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984. The institution of 
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new benchmark and annual surveys under the act resulted in the coverage 
of many services that previously were not reflected in service data The 
new surveys also expanded coverage of other service transactions. In 
addition, several existing surveys that had been conducted on a voluntary 
basis were made mandatory by the act. 

Nevertheless, a number of difficulties remain in the collection of service 
data One is that complete surveys are difficult to carry out. In the case of 
data collection efforts for merchandise trade, all import transactions of 
more than $1,250 and all export transactions of more than $2,500 are 
included. EEA, however, directs its surveys toward the companies that have 
the largest transactions. However, it is not always possible to determine 
which firms are trading in a service and what share of the service trade 
that these firms represent. For some services, such as those provided by 
airlines, this situation is not a problem because there are relatively few 
U.S. operators involved in international flights. For other services, 
however, surveying the full range of firms is problematic. For instance, 
although the business, professional, and technical service industries are 
growing in the United States, it is difficult to determine the firms involved 
in trading these services internationally. However, BEA has recently 
conducted two benchmark surveys that the agency believes have helped to 
improve coverage of these types of services. 

Another problem is that the companies involved in the service 
transactions do not always keep track of the information in a way that 
conforms to the statistical definitions used by BEA. For example, U.S. 
transportation firms delivering goods in Canada are exporting a service 
that includes the portion of the trip that occurs on the Canadian side of the 
border. However, most transportation firms do not calculate and report 
their rates and earning in a way that distinguishes the costs on the U.S. and 
Canadian sides of the border. When companies’ records on their service 
transactions are incompatible with BEA definitions, BEA is forced to make 
arbitrary estimates or report data with major caveats. 

An additional difficulty is the wide range of international service 
transactions that occur Certain services may overlap categories, and 
technological change may lead to further difficulties. For example, the 
telecommunication services category, while still dominated by telephone 
services, now may include data transmission and a number of support 
services. In addition, goods and services that are sold together in a 
package, such as large computer systems, present problems because of a 
difficulty in separating the value of the services from the goods. 
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Perhaps the most difficult current account transactions to measure are 
those involving income on investments and financial services. In a recent 
report on discrepancies in countries’ current accounts, the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) identified problems regarding portfolio investment 
income as the largest of these discrepancies. 1 IMF identified discrepancies 
by comparing sets of countries’ current account debits (e.g., interest paid 
to foreign parties on the securities they hold) to other countries’ 
corresponding credits (e.g., interest received by residents on their foreign 
investments). IMF found that debits exceeded credits by a substantial 
amount. This discrepancy occurred because statistical authorities 
generally are better able to collect data on debtors (i.e., interest payers) 
than on creditors (i.e., interest receivers). 

Congress and the previous and current administrations have taken action 
to improve services and other balance of payments data In his 1991 
budget, President Bush requested funding for an initiative to improve U.S. 
economic data The initiative included projects to improve measures of 
trade in services and international capital flows. President Bush’s 
subsequent budgets and President Clinton’s 1994 budget included funding 
for these projects. According to BEA, for fiscal years 1991 through 1993, the 
Administration requested about $8 million for international data 
improvement projects, and Congress funded less than half of this request. 

Cooperation Has Because of their extensive common border and close cultural and 

Improved U.S.-Canada 
economic ties, the United States and Canada have the largest bilateral 
services trade relationship in the world. The abundance and diversity of 

Service Trade Data these service transactions pose several challenges to the statistical 
agencies of both of the countries trying to measure them. Fortunately, BE.A 
and Statistics Canada have developed a close working relationship similar 
to the one that Canadian and U.S. agencies have regarding merchandise 
trade. Through this relationship, BEA and Statistics Canada share 
information that helps to improve the accuracy of each other’s data 

An important aspect of the relationship between Statistics Canada and BEA 
is the annual reconciliation of current account data According to BEA, the 
annual reconciliation process has improved estimating techniques, thus 
ensuring greater accuracy of the published estimates of transactions 
between the United States and Canada To do the reconciliations, the 
agencies exchange data on merchandise imports; services, such as travel, 

‘Report on the World Current Account Discrepancy, International Monetary Fund (Washington, D.C: 
1987). 
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passenger fares, inland freight, and government expenditures; unilateral 
transfers, such as pensions; and certain U.S. and Canadian banking data 
that are used to estimate investment income. More than 80 percent of the 
data used by Statistics Canada and BEX in compiling U.S.-Canada current 
account reconciliation estimates is obtained through the exchange of data 

Adjustments based on the reconciliations are reflected in the U.S. and 
Canadian published estimates as far as possible. However, according to 
BEA, the complete exchange of data or the substitution of reconciled 
estimates for published estimates is not feasible because of differences in 
the deftitions and methodologies used by BEA and Statistics Canada BEA 
also notes that substituting reconciled estimates for published estimates 
would in some cases affect the estimates of U.S. and Canadian 
transactions with third-party countries. 

The success of the cooperation between BEA and Statistics Canada in 
reconciling current account data encourages the possibility of expanding 
this cooperative arrangement. One area in which an expansion could 
prove beneficial is the transporting of merchandise. As we indicated 
earlier, BEA is currently not able to adequately distinguish the costs 
incurred in Canada by U.S. truckers when they are transporting goods 
from the United States to a destination in Canada. These costs are 
considered a U.S. service export. BFA and Statistics Canada could work 
together to devise a procedure for capturing these transportation services 
transactions on both sides of the U.S.-Canada border. This might entail the 
agencies’ collecting data beyond those already reported by transportation 
firms. In chapter 4, we recommend that BFA and Statistics Canada work 
together to improve the measurement of services, such as the 
transportation of imports, as part of broader efforts to improve the 
measurement of U.S. international trade. 

Agency Comments Commerce emphasized that BEA and Statistics Canada have considerably 
improved the coverage of service transactions in recent years but that the 
need for further improvement remains. It indicated that the resolution of 
many of the remaining problems will require expanded data collection, 
which in turn will require the commitment of resources, We acknowledge 
the progress made in the coverage of services and recognize that further 
progress may be limited by budgetary constraints. 
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Simply improving Customs’ and Census’ current systems and procedures 
may not be enough to ensure the quality of merchandise trade data in the 
long term, particularly on imports, These data are now collected through 
Customs processes that are expected to change significantly as the United 
States’ participation in the global economy increases the flow of trade 
through its borders. Customs plans to further automate its cargo 
processing to more efficiently deal with the increased trade volume. 
Customs may also end up de-emphasizing traditional customs 
documentation when duties are reduced or eliminated as the United States 
and other countries open their markets to foreign products. 

The U.S.-Canada ITA, which went into effect at the beginning of 1989 and 
which will be fully implemented in 1998, will test how Customs responds 
to a free trade environment. Changes to Customs’ processes that would 
result from the FTA combined with the further automation of these 
processes could significantly affect the quality of import data and may 
require new methods for collecting them. As Customs adapts its trade 
operations to this changing environment, it should continue to work with 
Census to ensure that adequate trade data are still collected. These efforts 
should be integrated into broader efforts to improve the government’s 
ability to measure all international transactions, including merchandise 
trade, services, investments, and capital flows. 

The United States and 
Canada Are Now Part 

increasingly orienting their economies toward the production of goods and 
the provision of services intended for international markets. These global 

of a Global Economy markets have led to a tremendous growth in economic transactions among 
nations and has made countries dependent on each other for fulfilling the 
needs of businesses and consumers. 

The global market has also changed the nature of the exchange of goods 
and services among nations. To take better advantage of the opportunities 
offered by the global market, many companies have affiliates operating in 
foreign countries. The parent company and its foreign afmates constitute 
what is known as a multinational company. BEA defines a foreign affiliate 
as a foreign business enterprise in which a U.S. parent company owns or 
controls 10 percent or more of the voting securities or the equivalent. 
Multinational companies have had a tremendous impact on trade. 
According to BEA, trade associated with U.S. multinational companies and 
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their affiliates accounted for 63 percent of total U.S. merchandise exports 
and 43 percent of merchandise imports in 199O.l 

Coupled with the increase in merchandise trade is the need for businesses 
to receive foreign goods more quickly than ever. New inventory 
management systems, such as “Just in Time,” focus on speed of delivery to 
reduce inventory costs and to improve customer service. Also, an increase 
in competition requires that businesses produce and ship their products as 
quickly as possible. These trends challenge Customs to clear and release 
cargo more quickly. 

These trends are also complicating Customs’ trade enforcement 
responsibilities. Products are now often assembled in stages, and these 
stages can take place in more than one country. When a number of 
countries are involved in production, it is sometimes difficult for Customs 
to determine which is the country of origin. Such a determination is 
important because FTAS and most-favored-nation designations only 
eliminate or reduce tariffs on products originating in countries that are 
part of these trade arrangements. 

The FTA between the United States and Canada was, in part, intended to 
lessen Customs’ administrative requirements at the U.S.-Canada border. 
However, the agreement has added a new requirement because of the 
importance of the country of origin. Importers who want to enter their 
merchandise in either country duty-free or at reduced duty under the RA 
must be prepared to show that country’s Customs a certificate prepared by 
the exporter indicating that the product meets the ITA's countzy-of-origin 
requirements. U.S. and Canada Customs officials indicated that ensuring 
that country-of-origin declarations are accurate has complicated their jobs 
on the U.S.-Canada border. 

Changing Trade 
Patterns May Affect 
Data Quality 

In addition to changing the face of international trade, the move to a global 
economy may also change the way merchandise trade data, particularly 
import data, are collected. Ongoing developments, such as the growth of 
free trade, the spread of multinational corporations, and the increased 
need for faster processing of imports and exports could make it more 
difficult for Customs and Census to ensure that merchandise trade data 

LAccording to BEA, U.S. merchandise exports associated with U.S. multinational corporations are the 
sum of goods shipped to affiliates by all U.S. persons and goods shipped to unaffiliated foreigners by 
the U.S. parent of a multinational corporation. U.S. merchandise imports associated with US. 
multinational corporations is the sum of goods shipped by affiliates to alI U.S. persons and goods 
shipped by unaffiliated foreigners to U.S. parents 
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are being collected completely and accurately. Because the U.S. and 
Canadian economies are already so closely tied, some of these trends are 
already or soon will be affecting trade data. 

Free Trade Could Affect 
Quality of U.S.-Canada 
Trade Data 

The United States and Canada have embarked on creating the largest 
international free trade zone in the world. The U.S.-Canada FTA calls for 
the elimination of all tariffs by 1998. Likewise, NAFTA, when implemented 
by the United States, Canada, and Mexico, would extend this free trade 
zone by gradually phasing out tariffs on trade among the three nations. 

Census and Statistics Canada officials and others in the statistical 
community believe that the elimination of duties by the FTA could 
adversely affect the quality of merchandise trade data As we discussed in 
chapter 2, import data are extracted from the documents that importers 
are required to file with Customs to enter merchandise into the country. 
Customs collects these documents mainly to ensure that the proper duties 
are paid on the goods and that the goods do not violate trade restrictions 
or laws. Customs also submits more than 90 percent of all entries, those 
filed electronicahy, to computer edits that determine, among other things, 
whether the statistical information fits within established parameters. 
Customs import specialists also review a sample of documents to 
determine if they are accurate and comply with the trade laws. 

Census officials and others in the statistical community fear that when the 
U.S.-Canada FTA is fully implemented and most duties are eliminated, the 
level of accuracy of statistical information filed by importers will decline. 
These officials believe that Customs would not be inclined to scrutinize 
entry documents only for the purpose of detecting statistical errors or to 
reject entries for what it might consider to be minor statistical 
inaccuracies. Although Customs’ management rejects this hypothesis, 
some Customs personnel we spoke with stationed at Canadian border 
offices indicated they may be devoting less attention to shipments that are 
clearly eligible for duty-free entry under the FTA. Instead, they foresee 
spending much of their time ensuring that shipments are of Canadian 
origin and thus duty-free. A separate document, the Certificate of Origin 
(which is prepared by the exporter), is reviewed to make this 
determination. This document does not contain the detailed statistical 
information listed on the entry form. 

We spoke with representatives of a large customs brokerage firm that 
deals extensively with Canadian imports, and they said that the quality of 
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statistical information would decline under free trade. They said that their 
importer clients would be less interested in providing accurate statistical 
information when their filings to Customs were purely for administrative 
purposes and no longer accompanied duty payments. 

Although the U.S.-Canada ITA does not call for changing or eliminating 
Customs controls at the U.S.-Canada border, this may eventualIy occur. 
When duties are, for the most part, eliminated in 1998, Customs’ duty 
collection responsibilities at the Canadian border will be negligible. 
Customs’ presence will still be necessary to guard against the introduction 
of contraband and to ensure that goods are of Canadian origin. These 
enforcement activities, however, do not normally require that importers 
submit the extensive entry information now needed by Customs to ensure 
that proper duties are being paid. 

Faster Customs Processing The need for faster processing of merchandise through ports of entry 
Could Affect Trade Data could also have a significant impact on import data Customs has been 

trying to expedite the flow of trade by automating the processing of cargo 
and declarations. These efforts will become more important if the 
elimination of duties has the intended effect of increasing the flow of 
goods to and from Canada However, Census also is concerned that some 
aspects of Customs’ automation plans may result in businesses providing 
less detailed information on import and export transactions. For example, 
Customs would like to shift from a system in which importers file entry 
documents for each import transaction to one in which they periodically 
report their entxy activities. These periodic reports, which would probably 
be filed monthly, could cover a variety of goods and may not provide the 
detailed information that could be obtained from single-transaction 
entries. Census is concerned that it may not be possible to adequately 
account for information such as the country of origin of each item from a 
monthly entry. 

As we discussed in chapter 2, Customs already allows North American 
automobile and automobile parts manufacturers to file monthly entries for 
products made in Canada or the United States that can be shipped 
duty-free under the 1965 U.S.-Canada trade agreement. Unlike the monthly 
entries planned for the future, which will be filed electronically, the 
monthly entries for automobiles are submitted on paper by the importer. 
The importer uses the standard Customs entry form, which was designed 
for a single transaction. All of the automobiles and automobile parts listed 
on monthly entries that are accepted by U.S. Customs are supposed to 
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originate in Canada, so tracking this statistical item is not a probIem. 
However, Census believes that unless the reporting format is changed, it 
would be impossible to track the country of origin and other data items for 
monthly entries containing items from several countries. 

Census and Customs Census and Customs should continue to work together and begin to 

Need to Explore New 
consider new ways of collecting import data in the trade environment of 
the future. Free trade with Canada and possibly with Mexico, as well as 

Ways of Coilecting 
Trade Data 

faster and more efficient Customs processing, could make the current 
collection methods obsolete by the turn of the century. Therefore, new 
collection methods need to be researched and tested so that a new system 
could be available if a significant deterioration occurs in the quality of 
merchandise trade data, 

Alternative Collection 
Methods Have Pros and 
cons 

Alternatives exist for collecting merchandise trade data, and each has 
advantages and disadvantages. Two alternatives include surveys, which 
are already used to collect data for many economic data series, and direct 
statistical reporting through electronic data interchanges. Census and 
Customs have considered some of these alternatives but have not devoted 
much attention to researching or testing the feasibility of their use. 

Surveys of Importers and 
Exporters 

Using surveys to collect data for estimating merchandise imports and 
exports is possible, but the data that would be gathered would be limited 
compared with those collected using current methods. Surveys are now 
used to collect data for most of the country’s economic indicators, 
including several of the components of the U.S. balance of payments. BFA 

uses surveys as the basis for its estimates of several types of transactions 
with foreign parties, both here and abroad. These transactions include 
income and capital flows relating to direct investments, selected service 
transactions, and other transfers. The surveys collect data from businesses 
that engage in transactions with foreign residents on their own behalf or 
on the behalf of others. We discussed the components of the balance of 
payments in more detail in chapter 3. 

Census officials believe that surveys could be used to collect merchandise 
trade data However, they warn that surveys would not yield the level of 
detailed information that is now available through Customs’ administrative 
records. They note that because of cost and other constraints, it would be 
infeasible to construct a survey that sufficiently sampled each of the over 
14,000 import and over 8,000 export commodities entering and leaving the 
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Businesses Reporting Trade 
Data Directly to Census 

United States. Practically speaking, surveys could only be relied on to 
produce estimates of the imports and exports of broad categories of 
merchandise. Such estimates would probably not satisfy many of the users 
of trade data such as business and government decisionmakers. 

Although it does not have definite plans to use surveys to obtain import or 
export data, Census has developed a foundation for a survey of exporters 
by developing a database of all businesses it can identify that export 
merchandise. This database was constructed by matching the employer 
identification number that appears on export declarations with a list of all 
employers that Census uses for its economic census. The database is now 
used to construct special tabulations of export data, such as by state of 
exportation, as well as to identify exporters that consistently file incorrect 
export information. Census officials noted that the database could 
possibly be used to sample and survey exporters in lieu of collecting the 
information from export declarations. However, Census officials also 
pointed out that because the database was constructed from tax records, 
i.e., the employer identification number, the use of the database for survey 
purposes could be constrained by privacy laws. In addition, Census 
officials noted that it would be difficult to keep the exporter database 
current enough for it to be used to survey exporters for trade data 
purposes. 

Census has not constructed a similar database of importers. If Census 
wanted to create an importer database, it would have to find a 
methodology for doing so. It could not employ the methodology it used for 
the exporter database because importers do not indicate an employer 
identification number on the entry documents they submit to Customs. 
Census might be able to extract importer information from Customs’ ACS 
since the system records the names and addresses of businesses that file 
entries. 

Another way trade data could be collected is directly from businesses. 
Under this approach, businesses would file this information directly with 
Census, instead of being required to report imports and exports to 
Customs at the border. This is the method the EC uses for collecting some 
data on trade between members of the single market. 

The most efficient way for Census to collect trade data directly from 
businesses would be through an electronic data interchange system, 
similar to the one Customs currently uses to obtain import entry data from 
brokers. Census already collects export data directly from some exporters. 
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However, exporters do not report this data electronically on-line, but 
rather send it to Census on a magnetic medium, such as data disks. 
Officials report that about 20 percent of transactions are reported through 
this system. The EC employs an electronic data interchange to collect some 
trade data directly from businesses (see p. 58). Other European businesses 
report this information manually. 

The United States would face several challenges in developing and 
implementing a direct reporting system for merchandise transactions with 
Canada and Mexico. First, to establish such a system, changes would be 
needed in the Customs laws, which currently require businesses to file 
documents with Customs for all imports and exports, Obtaining such a 
legislative change could be problematic, considering that legislation 
making several amendments to laws governing Customs procedures, 
including one allowing the electronic filing of entries, was introduced in 
the previous two congressional sessions but was never enacted? 

Second, it would be difficult to ensure the accuracy and completeness of 
import data reported directly to Census. Smaller businesses or businesses 
that are not heavily involved in foreign trade might not find it 
cost-effective to join an electronic data interchange for filing trade data 
Unless these businesses were legally required to join a system, they might 
choose to report their data on paper, which may not be as accurate or 
complete as those reported electronically. The NRC reported in 1992 that 
more than 100 companies report export data using an electronic format 
Electronic reporting improves the accuracy of trade data because it forces 
importers and exporters to tile complete information. Under the ABI 
system, if an importer or broker submits incomplete information, the 
import declaration is rejected. 

Further, if a direct reporting system were instituted, Congress would need 
to make a decision on whether businesses would need to be legally 
required to provide import data to Census. Even if they were, it would be 
difficult for Census to enforce this requirement. Under the current system, 
import documents containing statistical information must be presented to 
Customs at the U.S.-Canada border. Customs can use tines and deny 
Customs privileges (e.g., the immediate release of cargo) to ensure that 
these documents are filed and comply with laws and regulations. Census, 
on the other hand, being removed from the actual movement of goods, 
would have difficulty identifying businesses that were shipping goods and 

See the Customs Informed Compliance and Automation Act of 1990, H.R. 4689, introduced in May 
1990 and the Customs Modernization and Informed Compliance Act, H.R. 3935, introduced in 
November 1991. 
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not complying with filing requirements. Also, since it is not a law 
enforcement agency, Census may not be in a position to bring into 
compliance those businesses it identified as not meeting filing 
requirements. If reporting requirements are not adequately enforced, 
imports could be undercounted. 

Integrating a New 
U.S.-Canada Trade Data 
System With Existing 
System Is ProbIematic 

For the foreseeable future, duties and the Customs controls for collecting 
them will continue to play an important role in U.S. trade with countries 
outside of North America Thus, a direct import data reporting system 
designed for use in a free trade environment may only be needed for trade 
with Canada and later with Mexico as NAFTA is implemented. This system 
would create a situation similar to the one that now exists in the EC in 
which direct reporting is used to measure trade between members, while 
traditional Customs administrative records are still the source of 
information on trade with countries outside the EC. 

A difficult challenge for Census and Customs would be determining how a 
new Canadian trade data system would be integrated with the existing 
trade data collection system. Businesses that deal with Canada and other 
countries would have to contend with a dual-reporting system. Such a 
system could lead to confusion and could adversely affect the quality of 
reporting. 

New European Community Recent developments in Europe may hold some lessons for the U.S. as it 
Trade Data System moves closer to full free trade with Canada The EC faced the dilemma of 
Developed for F’ree Trade collecting trade data outside of customs control processes when it 

established the single market on January 1,1993. The single market 
eliminated duties on trade between member nations as well as customs 
controls at members’ borders. The EC decided that even though its 
members were joining a single market, it was still important to collect data 
on trade between them in order to measure the performance of each 
member-nation’s individual economy. However, instead of continuing to 
collect customs documents solely for the purpose of monitoring trade 
between members, the EC instituted a new system for acquiring this data 
The new system, known as INTIWXAT, which is short for intra-Community 
trade statistics, is based on the direct reporting of data by traders and does 
not involve any monitoring of shipments by customs agencies at internal 
EC borders. The INTRASTAT design calls for the EC'S statistical agency and 
the statistical agencies of the member states to obtain trade data directly 
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from businesses in conjunction with the value-added tax declarations they 
are required to file. 

It is too early to tell if INTFLQTAT will produce accurate and complete trade 
data However, critics of INTRASTAT point out that some of the old system’s 
detail and accuracy will be lost. For example, although the IN-AT 

collection form includes items on country of origin and port of destination, 
the filing importer has the option of not completing them. One critic 
argues that as a result of this optional reporting, the data collected on 
origin and destination of goods will be of limited value. Data from 
INTRASTAT were available in September 1993, and INTRASTAT officials should 
have some indication soon of the INTRA~TAT'S effectiveness. However, 
because INTRASTAT has not operated in parallel with the old system during 
INTRASTAT'S initial implementation, it will be difficult for the EC to assess 
INTRASTAT'S ability to produce accurate data. 

The EC'S experience with collecting data in a free market environment will 
be instructive for the United States as it moves closer to full free trade 
with Canada However, it should be noted that there are significant 
differences between the EC'S single market and the U.S.-Canada free trade 
zone. Although the U.S.-Canada FI'A and the EC agreements leading to the 
single market share the goal of improving trade, the single market goes 
beyond the FTA in establishing a common trade regime among its 
members. For example, each member of the single market has agreed to 
levy the same tariffs on imports from countries outside of the single 
market. Therefore, EC countries have no need beyond statistical purposes 
to require documentation on country of origin on shipments from 
nonmember countries moving across internal borders. The U.S.-Canada 
FTA, on the other hand, only applies to products originating in the United 
States or Canada and does not eliminate the need for border controls to 
ensure this origination. Finally, of the two countries, only Canada has a 
value added tax, known as the Goods and Services Tax, from whose 
administrative records trade data might be extracted. The United States 
does not have a similar tax that is applied to imports or exports. 

Census and Customs Need Census and Customs will need to formulate a strategy for collecting 
Strategy for Future Trade merchandise trade data when the U.S.-Canadian FTA is fully implemented, 
Data Collection The need for a free trade data collection strategy will become even greater 

as NAFTA extends the free trade zone to Mexico. The agencies should look 
to the experience of the EC, which planned for data colIection under a free 
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market but which still may encounter problems in maintaining data 
quality. 

As of this report, neither Census nor Customs had devoted much attention 
to the future of merchandise trade data collection under free trade. 
Customs, for instance, issued a 5-year plan in 1993 that was intended to 
guide the execution of all of its mnnerous missions, including those 
relating to trade. The plan does not address trade data collection, despite 
the fact that it proposes changes to Customs’ cargo processing operations, 
such as further automation of entry reporting, that could affect Customs’ 
trade dati collection responsibilities. Customs officials told us that 
changes to its trade operations contained in the plan will not affect trade 
data. This opinion runs counter to that of Census officials and to evidence 
that we have collected. As we noted earlier, Census officials fear that 
Customs’ automation will adversely affect the quality of trade data and 
that free trade will cause Customs to de-emphasize its commercial 
operations on the U.S.-Canada border, which could degrade the quality of 
trade data 

Census, for its part, has given some consideration to how trade data will 
be collected in the future. However, it has not formulated any specific 
plans for addressing the issue. Census’ Foreign Trade Division 
headquarters staff, which is responsible for managing Census’ 
merchandise trade data program, has a staff of only about 140. This staff is 
mainly concerned with producing the monthly merchandise trade reports 
as well as numerous other merchandise trade data summaries. Carrying 
out this primary responsibihty leaves little time for planning future 
projects. Foreign Trade Division officials told us that most of their 
planning efforts have focused on expanding the automation of 
merchandise trade data collection and processing. 

Conclusions The continued move to a global economy will challenge the agencies that 
are responsible for merchandise trade data to adapt and improve their 
data collection procedures. Aspects of the global economy, such as free 
trade and the need for a faster movement of goods between countries, will 
make it difficult to continue to collect accurate merchandise trade data at 
the nation’s border, The move to a global economy may require developing 
new methods for collecting these data. Alternative methods for the United 
States to consider include the use of surveys and the direct reporting of 
merchandise trade data by businesses to Census. However, these methods 
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have potential drawbacks, such as a loss of detailed product information 
and diminished statistical accuracy, that would have to be addressed. 

Although we recognize the resource constraints and competing mission 
priorities facing both Customs and Census, we believe that the agencies 
should begin developing a coordinated strategy for future trade data 
collection. An interagency workiug group similar to the one formed to 
study problems with the U.S.-Canada import data MOU is one possible way 
of addressing the issue of future trade data collection. Like the data 
exchange working group, representatives from Canada Customs and 
Statistics Canada, who are facing the same issues as their U.S. 
counterparts, might also be included in a trade data futures group. 

However, Census and the other agencies responsible for trade data should 
not limit their attention to merchandise trade data when considering the 
future. As we discussed in chapter 3, improvements are also needed in the 
methods for collecting data on other aspects of U.S. international trade, 
such as services and investments, if the country is to have valid measures 
of international economic transactions in the future. 

Recommendation The Secretary of Commerce should instruct the Director of Census and the 
Secretary of the Treasury should instruct the Commissioner of Customs to 
form an interagency task force to study how U.S.-Canada merchandise 
trade data should be collected in the future trade environment. This study 
should be expanded to include U.S.-Mexico trade data as NAFTA is 
implemented. The task force could be modeled after the one that is 
currently in place to study ways of improving the U.S.-Canada import data 
exchange MOU. The secretaries should consider joining with Statistics 
Canada and Canada Customs officials to form a bilateral task force to 
address this issue cooperatively. 

The work of the interagency task force should be done in the context of 
broader efforts to improve the measurement of all forms of U.S. 
international trade. Part of these broader efforts could be expanding the 
BEA-S~~S~~CS Canada cooperative arrangement on current account data, 
that we discussed in chapter 3, to explore ways to improve the 
measurement of services, such as the transportation of imports. 

Agency Comments Customs agreed and Commerce generally agreed with our conclusions and 
recommendation. Customs noted that it must focus on the future to ensure 
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that the present level of accuracy of statistical information not decline in 
the face of a changing trade environment. Commerce, while agreeing in 
principle with the recommendation, said it would like to see BEA included 
in any task force formed to address how data on trade between the United 
States and Canada, and potentially between the United States and Mexico, 
should be collected in the future. Our work focused primarily on the 
collection of merchandise trade data, and therefore we directed our 
recommendation to Census and Customs, the agencies responsible for this 
task. However, we support Commerce’s view that the task force would be 
strengthened by BEA’S inclusion, because this could help lead to broader 
efforts to improve the measurement of all forms of U.S. international 
trade. 
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Merchandise Trade Statistics 

Main Points 
23.1 Merchandise trade is a key component of Canada’s cumnt account. This information is used by 
governments in making economic policy decisions and international tmdc agreements. Merchandise aade dau 
are alto used at tie detailed level by governments and business to make decisions on markets and products. 

23.2 Statistics Canada relics largely OR adminisuative data collected by the Depwiment of Naiional Revenue 
(Customs) in compiling mcrchtiisc import trade data Under a Memorandum of Uadcrstanding with the United 
Stetes Bureau of the Census. data on mcrrhandise imports are exchanged khvcen Can& and tbc United States. 
‘Ihis information is used todetermine exponr to each other. 

23.3 S&factory controls are in place For the collection of import documentation and the elcct~~nk -mittal 
of data fmm Customs to SUtistics Canada. and from Canada 10 the United Swer. The usefulness of sending 
copier of impon documents to Statistics Canada needs to be reviewed. 

23A Customs manual verification of commercial enuics often is IXX prfonned and summary results arc not 
reported to Statistics Canada. Deficiencies also exist in Statistics Canada verif%ation and imputation pmzzdores. 
llsc impact of that deficiencies on tic overall quality of merchandise nadc data has not ktn determiwd. 

23.5 Irnpmvements in communications and co-ordination berwecn Customs and Statistics Canada are nrzded 
m mscdve cumnt and emerging data quality issues. 

23.6 Diftkultics exist in measuring illegal. non-commc~ial postal and casual impom. and in defining their 
relationship to merchandise trade data 

23.7 Current Customs prcxcdmes do na ensure compleo collection ofexpwl dcclamtions, and the is 
ongoing under-reporting of merchandise expom to countries other tiaa the United States. 

23.8 Recent Customs initiatives co streamline operations. and changing technology and pattunr of t&c, will 
muire Custmns aad Stat~sticr Canada to review their working relationship in the collection, verification and 
armlysls of merchandise n-adc data to ensurc an utinterrupted flow of highquality data. 

133 lntematioaally.Canada is considered to have Mgb-quality merchandise eack statistics but the 
maintenance of the system for CollcXiOn and verification wiP squire continning vigilance and co-opsrati0a. 

23.10 The findings of ik United States Generat Accountmg Ofke review of United States merchandise t&e 
data are consistent with those of ouraudit of Canadian trade statistics. 
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introduction 

23.11 Canada’s trade with the world 
consists of imports and expons of 
merchandise and services. Net changes in 
tic level of imports and expzts of 
merchandise and services an collectively 
recorded tn Canada’s current account. 
This account also ialudcs financial flows 
such as dividends and interest @cl to and 
received from foreign sources. 

23.12 Accurate and timely statistics on 
made art an impurunt source of 
information about the pattern and pace Of 
economic actwity. The currenr account is 
a key indicator of how well the economy 
is performing m relation to tbxe of its 
intemational trading parmers. Such 
information is essential toptivatc sector 
decision makers. as well as to 
gownment. In addition to supporting 
tiscnl and monetary policy decisions, 
governments use trade data to support the 
m?gotiation of intemational uadc 
agreements. such as the General 
Agnemcnt on Tariffs and Trade. CI’K Free 
Trmie Agreement betwem Canada and the 
United States and the pending North 
American Free Trade Agreement. 

23.13 Mcrchandrse trade dam the 
largesr component of the cumnt accoulu, 
are derived from the administrative 
records of goods imported and exported 
by Canada. Records are mainly collected 
by National Revenue (Customs) at all 
poiots WhcR pdr cnler or ltavc the 
country legally. This information is 
tranrmmed IO Sutisrics Canada for 
aodysis and rep-ring ofmcrchandise 
trade stansdcs. 

23.14 NeitherCamxlanor the United 
States collects data on merchandise 
exports to the other. Instead. since one 
COU”!Iy’S expons arc adlercounIly’s 
imporfs, they merely translate each other’s 
impon data mm statistics on exports. In 
January 1990. Canada and tbc United 
States rmpkmentcd a Memorandum of 

Understanding to govern the collccdon 
and exchange of merchandise trade dam. 

23.15 Our report focttsses w the data 
used to report on Canadian merchandise 
impotts, which in 1992amounted to 
Sla8.0 billion. whereasCanadian 
merchandise exports to the world wcm 
reported as 9157.5 billion. Histoncally. 
Canada has maintained a surplus in its 
merchandise trade with the world. In 
rtccnt yeast. this surplus has Nkn as 
deficits in services and fil~l 
transactions have inncased. 

0.16 In 1992. Canada’s surplus of 
69.5 billion in mcr&ndisc t&c could 
not compcnsare for a deficit of 
$38.0 billionin non-merchandise 
transactions. and a net deficit of 
approximately $29 billion was kft in 
Cads overall trade with the warId. 
Net balances on trade in goods and 
services arc an important factor in 
Canada’s ability to service intcmationrl 
liabilitms over me long term. 

23.17 To addtess each country’s interest 
in tbcquality of import and expon data. 
the United States General Accoumlng 
Offke and the Office of rbc Audimr 
Chcral agreed to examine the systems. 
procedures and practices in place forthe 
colkctian and reporting of mrcbandlr 
import data m their respective countries. 

Audit Scope 
23.18 In Cant& Statistics Castada is 
msponssbk for the reporting of 
merchandise mdc statistics. 
Responsibility for the colkction and 
verlf&ttion of data is shared by Customs 
and Statistics Canada Customs is 
required to collect import documcntatlms 
for all goods entering Canada, except for 
data transmitted directly to Statistics 
Canada by Canada’s National Enetgy 
Board. and data on imports of fully 
assembled vehicks provided by the major 
North American automobile companies. 
Our audit examined: 

Accurate and timely 
statistics on trade are an 
important source of 
information about the 
pattern and pace ot 
economic activity. 
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- 

sauoe! StaUrrinCaruds 
Hircoricil Stataiicr 1926-1992 

l the reliability of Customs systems, 
pmcedum and practices in the CoktiOn 

of all mercbandia import documentation. 
dung wirh some export data, at border aud 
merchandise aansshipnxnt points w&in 
Canada 

. the accutacy achieved by Customs 
procedures and practices in the pm.Bsbtg 
and verifKat~on of trade data, and the 
transmission of ckcrronic sod paper 
documentation to Statistics Ce 

. the reliability and accuncy achieved 
by Statistics Canada systems, procedures 
and practices for the verification, analysis 
and reporting of mcrchsndiw u&e da& 
and 

l the approptiatcness of actions mkcn 
by Statistics Canada and Customs ta 
address changes in kchnology and other 
initiatives that could affect Ihe collection 

sod rcponing of merchandise trade data. 

23.19 The mcrhodology of our awlit 
waa dwbped in conjunction wilh a 
parallel review of United states trade data 
conducted by the General Accounting 
Office. Mcth& included a literature 
nvkw on the compilation and 
interpretation of trade statistics. intetwews 
with cmploybes of Customs and Sta&ics 

Canada. and site visits to four CusIomS 
regional offices and a number of border 
crossings between Canada and the United 
States. Work iacludcd the &t&d 
charting of the &a& data system tu 
identify and assess controls on computer 
accws, data completeness. and accuracy 
in d&c recaldling of uamactim and 
verifuation proccdums. Our cxamiaation 
0f~0ntmlsincludedtherwiew ofa 
repnseutativc sampk of uansactions used 
in the verification sad imputadon of 
import data 

Observations and 
Recommendations 
Trade Data: Administrative 
Arrangements 
23.20 Customs is responsible to ensum 
that all duties and taxes src assessed and 
collbctcd on commercial goods entering 
Canada It is aIso responsibk for 
conlrolling the movement of penpIe and 
goads to achieve complislra wixb 
Icglsktion. statisrjcs canda is 
twponsible for defining the Cwccpts of 
aadc statistics and for the conversion of 
dminisuative data into ttads statistics. 
2331 The ,SrarisfiEJ Act requires thr 
Mhistcr of National Revenue to provide 

-3s 
40 I 

1982 1983 19% 19115 1986 IpLL7 1988 1989 1990 IS91 1592 
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Mt~handist Trade Statistics 

the Chief Statistician with Lbc 
&~ini~uative data on Canadian imports 
and exports collected by Customs. The 
armngcment by which data arc uansmltted 
was agreed upcm in a 1984memorandum 
of undcrstandiag between the two 
deparmxnts. 

23.22 In January 1988, Customs 
implemented the Customs Commercial 
System. an automated system to process 
all commercjal goods entering Canada. 
At the same nmc. Canada adopted the 

intemarionll convention on the 
Harmonized Commodity Descriptioa and 
Coding System based on a six-digit cede 
to classify goods. However, Canada and 
rhc United States expanded the code to 10 
digm. The first 11x digits are the 
Harmonized System Code for the 
commodity. The next two digits are to 
identify a pvticular tariff item and the last 
two digits are for statistical detail on the 
commodity. A revised memorandum of 
understanding bmvetn Cusroms and 
Stahfics Canada was signed in 1993 to 
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Machuldire Rade sratistics 

In 1992, Customs 
processed over 40 
million commercial 
documents, including 
cargo control 
documents, commercial 
invcices and impori 
accounting coding 
forms. 

incorporate these changes and the data 
exchange agreement between the hvo 
COUMiCS. 

Customs Collection of 
Documentation 
Satkfietory contmk are In place for lhe 
c4lloctloa of import dacumcnts 
23.23 In 1992. Ctutomspmcers&l over 
40 million commercial documents. 
in&ding cargo control documents. 
commercial invoices and import 
accounring coding forms. Most 
nansynons are pmccssed via the Customs 
Automated Data Exchange @XXX). In 
our view, satisfactory controls are in place 
to ensure thar impon docaments are 
collected for shipments released and 
elccaonic records of uansactions an2 
bnnsmined to StaM~cs Canada. 

Usafulnesr al sending copies of import 
dacumcnta to Stetlsiics Canada nmIs to 
be revkwed 

23.24 Customs keeps a ccqpy of the 
commercial invoice aad other 

documcnaation for all commercial entries 
processed and sends Statistics Canada 
copies for uan!3actioosofo”erf12oo. 
Customs keeps tie documentation for six 
yeart and Statistics Canada for IWO. 
Elrokers and imp* keep &eir own 
records. cuslmt prcCedufes for the 
scoragc and uanspat of commercial 
impat documents rnvolvc manual 
collecting, sorting. disptching, filing. 
stormg and mrieving of &2nnenta. 
Statistics Canada estimaass tkar 
approximately seven percant of the 
750,ooO documents scm to the agency 
each month caaoolf be refrieved. In tcsliog 
the system to retieve impon document5 
for data verification. we nared Fiat. while 
he electronic records of uansacricxis were 
compktc, a high proportion of the paper 
documents at Statistics Canada could not 
k found within lhc test period. 

Customs Verification Procedures 
oflq reqdd tnmnllrl vtrllIeatIon 
we* Is not pufonnul 
23.ZS Ofs Customs pmccdure involves 
manual review and adjustmenr of 
commenial entries to ensure lhe coma 
application of duty and WCS on imported 
goods. Such procedures also improve the 
reliability of data lraosmittcd to Statistics 
CWbXh 
23.26 MetcMi impat tnmsaction 
data. input inlo the Customs Commelciai 
System by Customs sraff at pals or by 
brokers or im via CADEX. arc 
ekctmnically validated. Only 
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commercial entries widmutvalidation 
crmrs we accepted. A selection of 
validatedcommercial cnuies is 
subsequently reviewed by Customs 
commodity specialists. In 1992. 
approximately 1.8 million tnmsactions, or 
eight percent of all transactions, were 
selected for review by appmximately 263 
commodity specialists. Commodity 
spactrlisa vcnfy details ofselccted 
tmnaactions such as commodity 
classification, value, quantity and country 
of origm 

22.27 We notcd that Customs 
commodity specialists made data 
adjustments in approximately six percent 
of the transactions selected for review. 
The remaining ttansactions not adjusted 
by a commodity specialist are supposed to 
be subject to a quarterly spot check. but 
often these checks are not performed. and 
crmr i-ales arc not rep-ted. 
23.243 Our audit also noled that often 
hansacrions selectad for manual review by 
commodity specialists ate not reviewed; 
perhaps because of inadequate human 
rcsam~cs to handle the vokune of 
transactions selected. la other cases. the 
cotumedity spxiatist may decide on the 
basis ofcxprience that a review is not 
necessaty. 

23.29 Customs uses clectmnic 
rcrifkauon tests (called edits) designed 
by Statistics Canada to review all 
transactions with *value of mote &art 
525.000. TrmssEtions of mote than 
SU,ooO that do not fall within a 
predeternuned unit value range are 
selected for detaikd review since they ate 
co&dared to ha inaccurate; these account 
for approximately one quwcr of all dais 
entries sekcted for verification. Unit 
value ranges refer lo the range of nortnal 
c-t expected values established by 
Statistics Canada for each type of 
merchandise. if these rangea are to serve 
&heir putpose, which is to identify imports 
wi-tere unit values fall outside these ranges 
md then m subject these transactions to 
further review. they must be both 

Merchandise Trade Statistics 

appropriate and cumnt. Our audit noted 
that. in fact. unit values often ate no4 
updated on a timely basis, and many of 
dlc value tXtn8eS ate too wide to allow the 
enforcement of meaningful rtanda&, 
Unit values, which allow Le computer m 
target these msactions for manual 
wiew. are necessary to validate data for 
commodity classif=ation groups. for 
example, electronic goods & 
phatmnceutical pruducks, that are subject 
to wdc variation over time. About 4000. 
or 23 percent. of the 16.000 classitication 
cedes involving cornmoditiu withcut 
standardized units of measure do not bave 
the unit vahx ranges needed to do 
clectmnic vetifxation. Statistics Canada 
is attempting to reduce this peteentage 
over a period of time. 

summary information on rc5ulB of 
Customs rwiew Is nut provided lo 
ShiLtlcr Canada Customs does not 

2330 Statislics Canada estimates that if pmvrde Statistics 
Customs performs the vctification 
pracdures required by the memorandum 

Canada with summary 

of undcrstandisg between Customs snd 
SmistiM Canada. 75 pemnt of me vale-c 
of each commodity class entering Canada 

information on what 
changes are made to 

will be veritied. In fact. there is transactions selected for 
insufficient information on the frequency VC!filiCatiOn. 
of verifications carried out by Customs to 
know whether this level of verification is 
appropriale and is actually achieved. 
2331 Customs. in selecting samples for 
verithtion, also apphes selection criteria 
based on target groups and perceived fisk. 
In addition, it makes tandem sekctions of 
transactions based on the cmmc&y 
specialist workload. However. the random 
selection gracedwe, which accounts for 
apptuximatcly 25 percent of all 
IraNssctions selacted for veritkstion, is 
not intended to provide a statistically valid 
sample or to be used to assess overall data 
quality. 
23.32 customs does not provide 
Statistics Canada with summary 
information on verification results relating 
Co Uansaclions &clod fwverificatiat. 
Lacking an analysis of results. it is 
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Menhandist Tladt sIafMcs 

impossible to evaluate the effectiveness of 
Customs verhicarion p~~edutts md the 
ustfidncss of Statistic3 Camda’s mmpuvr 

vcrilhtim tcsLp. In our view. Customs 
and Statistics Canada nted to dcbznnine 
whtthtr best edits are I ~t-effecdvc 
method of tnsunng tbe SEfurecy of l&t 
data. 
2333 Custonts md SUsMa Cau4a 
should develop approprtrte 
ptrfomunca lodluton mad mvicw the 
efftctlv- and work- hplhllou 
of the proceduru used to verify 
mecbandbc lndt data 

Customs Compliance Verifkatbn 
and Audit 

ThecumnI~Uvreff&tofemond&cted 
by Customs complirnce vcrl8cation aad 
audit work baa not bttn klvmid 
23.34 In 1992.cus1omssuup 
compliana vtrifxation units in its 
ltgiod offices lo ptdotm 
poscimpoctanon aviews of commodity 

declmIlons. nlue f~llsstd on 
commodity classhication. valuation pnd 
ccuntry-of-uigin dm. Wldk this work 
rtaulttd in additional rewove, a lack of 
summvy iofornlation on adjustmeMs 
m&lothcimportdalamcansIhatdlc 
impact of the nvicws on merchmdii 
track stalktics ir unkoown. 

2335 Duhlg die samt pew, cusfoms 
impkmenled a pilot pmgmm to audit 
impmcn’ activities ndm dun fccus On 

spdk txmmcrims. Plh audits of Iwo 
lagt campanits wtte t0ndWtd in 
1992-93, the PlTpac king IO evalwe 
audIIs as a mat-cff~ve way of verifying 
compliwe with Cu5tolllsuccouetitrg 
requirement% Both pilot wdits wesled 
clasaif&m errors in ihcrcpxting of 
mefchandirc trade data. In our view. these 
trmrs would iot have been detected by 
cmnmodiy rpccitiists &aming de* 
vti8catkcn. 

2336 outoms and stauatlo callade 
Jdnuy cbauld malyre tbt ctuktkd 
ImpliaUoar of Cultoau Complirna 
vdckdnn M!uvitlca nod l Kuta In 
rehUcn tn maebcndkt Imik dnu. 

Customs Physical Examlnation of 
Commefclal Shipments 

Fhydeal lMpcdlon wn8nm only tkc 
mrratht ckdptbn of anode provided 
oolmpatdualnra~ 

233 cbwaspcctufcustans 
conawn*lmfonxmenthphysical 
txamhtion of goads. Mudrtoy 
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examinations involve the physics1 
inspcbon of all shipmeats nf a particular 
commodity. Sckcdve mfcrmls depend on 
the impectDr’s jadgalcm ac (0 wbctbcr 4 
shipment shauld bc examined or not For 
random tafcrralr. the Customs 
Commercial System klcntifm for 
exmnination a spzciftcd pcmntage ofail 
imported shipmew. 

232d3 A physical tdnatina is 

ptrfondmchcckinformdononthc 
catgo controi damlment 4nd conuaakl 
invoice - including a description of tlx 
goods, cwnay of otigin 4nd qlaatily - 
against the actual shipmenr 
unfcm¶uaaIcly, these documnts clu na 
indicate commodky cladkntion cab. 
llwrefow I physical exunimtion can 
only confirm ths general tmtmive 
descri~ion of goods provided 4x1 the 
import dccurncnts. but cmmot !x used to 
verify tbc clrmmodity classification. 
Customs iadicales rhar ahe most effective 
way of physically verifying the 
cDmnlndity classifluliDa would tc 
through pnst-audits at the imw’ 
premises. 

23.39 Cusloms 4nd Statistics C4nada. in 
their rcliie oa electronic aad PIlpr 
documentation. swnnc that the aatum of 
tr4dc tnmhndisc cntarlng Cao4d4 is 
wwmably reflected in the information oa 
file. We t&eve dut the vmif~aticm of 
commodity classifxatioo. whctbcr by 
physical iasptclion ofgoods at the time. of 
mlcaseot tbmugh oa-sitc inspections at 
importers’ prctises. is important b 
improving usde dsl* 

Statistics Canada Data 
Vefification and tmputation 

23.40 To improve data quality. 
Statistics Canadaconducts 4 witty of 
electronic verifkation wts, manually 
reviews s&ctal tranmctioa 
document&a. imputes dala values whae 
inform&a is nc4 WaiIsblc r& where 
w4rmkd, make3 varioas adjustmeats to 
the dala In anempting to enbancc data 

qudity, Sutirticr Canada risk3 the 
inttndutian of lnwxuram adjmncnts and 
imputations, in temu of value for money. 
it may be that the cost of adjusbncats is 
not jllstif~d by improwtacnts ia data 
guW. 
Z3.41 Statlsfics Cada has aa ongoing 
concern with the quality of trsde data. Its 
publications asaally defiac the limiuuio4.5 
of their dfi. dlalgh quantitative 
indii caa be given oaly in rebxion to 
appropriate *px.ssment mesums. 
Sfatistks Cad4 maintains ihst there arc 
no simple awl e&knt ways to dc4trmiac 
accurate mewows of quality: “Attempts 
madeinthtpasttoobtsiierrarrfor 
Ihe coding of commalities have yielded 
inconclusive results primtily because the 
task of commcdity coding can be quirc 
subjective since the Harmonized System 
of cotaalodity Dwription and coding 
(I-IS) has aver 16.OCG codes. Fwthcrmorc. 
the quality of trade dam has mvre 
dimensions (due IO the tuge numkr of 
variables involved) than lbc secur4cy of 
commadity wdiag and this qtiity cannot 
be c4ptumd in a single quaatitative 
nmsum.” 7%~ QwGiy of CunauSon 
Iwrts Duta. Statistifs Canrrdr 
Catal0guc.n~. G-001. Scptcmbcr 1991 

23.42 Whik the above probkms we 
iahcrcnt in the system of wlkcting and 
snaIyaing eadc dua, our audit identified 4 
number of less iatcgrsl def&ncks that 
ah affect damqualiP$ These 
deficiencks wem identified through 
testing the xcuncy of computer 
verific4dm and imputation procedures, 
updating a 1991 dats qaslity aaalysis. ti 
reviewing results with senior staff at 
Statis&ics c4nad4. 

23A3 st4tistics caaed4 ccndwls thmz 
lypcs of tests: one test dekcls 
iaadmissibk values (forexampk, 
aoa-enistcat unit of tncasure); \hc scsoad 
l&St -emslws twu pieces of data 
(for exrmpk. cowmy of origin and 
ClrssificaliDn code. s in “oil from 
Svritmlti~; dac third test checks that 
the value of a cmnmodity lies within an 
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MemhandiaeTra& Statistics 

acceptable range. Where spectlic 
trmact~ons do not pass the computer’s 
checks, adjustments arc impltcd 
automatically by tbc computer for 
oansactions of less than 550,ClOD. 
Rejecled transactions of mom than 
SSO.ooO are manually rtviewed by a 
commodity officer. 

Stetk.tica Cenrde verillcntion and 
impwtetkn procedurea do not nbnys 
improve data quntity 

23.44 Our test of Statistics Canada’s 
verification and imputation system 
included a representative sample of 520 
transactions selected from current trade 
dam. While our tea sample is too small to 
allow us to cshmate total etnx. the results 
mist questtons about the ability of the 
system to optimum data quality. 

23.45 Of the 520 transactions nt the 
sample. documents for only 233 
mmsactioos were retneved fmm tht 
Slatirrics Canada records mom; this 
retrieval rate was lcsz than Statistics 
Canada estimates of documents not 
received or misfiled. Many transactions 
rejected by the edits arc not analyzed and 
may be incorrectly imputed bccausc 
copies of documenls cannot be found m 
Statistics Canada. 

Many transactions wltb invalid codes or 
mlming lnforttmtkn m-e not analyzed ur 
are Incorrectly Imputed 

23.46 In comparing Ihe computer 
records against the physical records of 
transxrions in documents we did obtain 
and exammt. we noted dtar where the 
transaction’s comrnality ciassification 
code cannot be matched to a table of valid 
corks ot imputed, the computer allocates 
an “unassrgned”co& to the transaction. 
Tht tomi value of unassigned transactions. 
which mainly includes low-value items 
under $1200, is approxrmately $1.5 billion 
atmually: but these trausactkns ate not 
analyzed. 

23.47 In comparing tba commodity 
classification code with the counqv of 
origin, the cmttputer incorrectly imputed 
the data in 32 out of 35 cases: the effect is 
10 oventare the number of imports from 
Ihe United States, out largest wding 
partact. end to undcrsiarc the number of 
imports from Canada’s smaller vadmg 
pWWXS. 

23.48 we noted tbal sclme of the unit 
valuer in our sampk had ken recently 
updmd. We also found that the 
commodity offtcers were well informed of 
cutrent dcve~opments in their areas of 
expxtise although. bccaur of the 
iacmasing volume of inkmammal trade. 
they wet-e not able to rcvicw and adjust all 
selected transactions. Ourreview also 
indicated thar errors in unit of measure 
(for example, imprial instead of memc) 
for speciftc commodity groups could be 
ma-c easily detected by Customs 81 lhe 
data input stage. 

23.49 Information on the mruk of 
transportation for importa fmm commits 
other than the United States is derived 
from the cargo conuol doxnent for the 
transactton. Ouraudit fouod tba~ in 31 of 
the 46 hansactions we examined the mcdc 
of transport was incorrectly derived. In 
fzx, since imports from caunuics other 
tban tbe Unittd Stalts mid to involve 
mm than one mode of trampon. it has 
been difftcub to assign a single 
appropriate mode. However. as of I April 
1993. it became mandatory for the 
importer to provide information on the 
principal mode of transport so those data 
will no longar bc derived. lhis will 
improve the quality of informatton 
mquired for the data exchange with the 
United Sratts. 

23.50 The size of tk sample of 
trattsacrions sekcted for review is too 
small to allow us to estimate the effect of 
these defzicncicr on Statistiis Canada’s 
verifkation and imputation pmccdures. 
However, the results okained do mix 
questions about the effect ofcurmnt 
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impuution procedures on improving data 
quality. 

23.51 Statistics Cnnede veritkntion 
end imputation pracedum should be 
Rviewod IO determine their 
efTortiveoesb In impmviog dote quoltiy. 
The review should indude en 
oe.$ewnmt of 0ppDrtunPia to apply 
hetIer, possibly automateda quollty 
control techniques lo update the unit 
nlues used to verify trade data 

In refmncc to the spccifc data 9unliry 
issues related fo unit value ranges. 
Staristics Con& ond the U.S. Bweou of 
rht Ctinrusarein thrrproces~offrviewing 
and ihormani;ing tIuir editing ~fr~tcgier lo 
alleviate inconsittencies and impmvc the 
effrctiveness of these edit porometers. 
this kat-monazkm process is being 
carried out under rhe direction of rhr 
Heatis of Agencies whomeet arrsuoll~ to 
review the status o/the C~WI&-U.S. 
Memwondum aflindcrstanding on Ie 
Exclrangr of Import Data. In oddirion. the 
WWII recmmendatibns ojthe Customs 
Cooperation Counrii in BrusseLc to 
internotionally standardize units of 
qlvlnriry mqv fntilitate the u@tnunr 
p!OCcSS. 

Data Transmission to the United 
states 

Satisfactory controls erieI for the 
transfer of data to the Unitad Statea 

23.52 Once verifzation and 
tuljuslments are complete. Statistics 
Canada ~~~sm~ts data on merchandise 

imports from rhc United Srates to the 
Onitcd States Bwsau of the Census. This 
is done twice a month through a 
communications link-up tu the Canadian 
Embassy in Washington. The Bureau 
reviews the data and. if questions am 
raised orchanges are required, confaca 
Statisucs Canada directly. Statistics 
Cans& rcconciks its monthly 
merchandise wade statistics with those of 
the United States Bunau of the Census. 

Operating Relationships: 
Customs and Statistics Canada 
23.53 Diffemnces in the strategic 
objectives of Customs and Statistics 
Canada affect dx collection and 
vetificetion of merchandise b&e data 
While Customs is responsible fa the 
inihal cu[lcction oFmerchandise trade 
dale, its primary objectives ate to collect 
revenue and TO control the movement of 
gods and people as required to achieve 
compliance ~0th legislation. Stati5tics 
Cemde is responsible for the analysrs of 
data and reporting of statistics. Electronic 
verification pmceduresdcsigned by 
Statistics Canadacan increase the 
workload of Customs. For example. 
out-of-date unit values used in electrome 
verificalions innease the number of 
selected uansacdoos that require manual 
tw~ew by Cusroms commodity spwalists. 
?lGs practice can leave commodity 
specialists unable to perform the required 
vcnfications or reduce the time available 
for them to do other required work. such 
as examining bigbrisk commercial 
entries. 

Extondlng direct communicetlone at the 
operatlonrl level would promote timely 
reeolution of probkms 

2354 Maintainmg guod dataquality 
depends on good communication between 
Customs and Statistic5 Canada In Mt. 
cumnt operating procedures do not 
encourage diner communication between 
Statistics Can& and Customs regional 
offices on specific data quality issues. 

Merchandise Trade Statistics 

Maintaining good data 
quality depends on good 
communication between 
Cust~ns and Statistics 
Canada. 

SSI 
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23.s statistics ccnada usually 
communicata directly with Customs 
kadquarterc rathtr than with regioaal 
OffIcI, whem at Icstt sonx data inquiaes 
coold k answnsd dirstly. This iocnascs 
the timt required by both organizations to 
rtIpond to data qualily imprwcnlenr 
initiatives. The Irk of pmmgt action 
t&n in response to “problem mporls” 
and “case studier” is evW of the 
commonicarion probkms between 
Customs and Statistics Canad& 

2336 “Problem qor~~“. whkh are 
filtd by Customs when regional 
commodity spe.cialiiLs Mte thal a 
palticular SlNistics canI& validity cheek 
is out-of-dste, am forwardad to Statistics 
Canada for review and update. “problem 
repom” art telnycd through Customs 
headquarttrs. which rwlcws and then 
eansmirs them to Statistics Caoti rhis 
transmission does not always occur in a 
timly maoocr. Mmr Customs commodity 
specialists, seeing little action result from 
th&npm%.donetbo&ertopcpam 
rer;hen unh value pmbkmc are 

2357 Statistics Canada case rtodios. 
which ticA with specific data quality 
issues such as commodity class9ications. 
value ranges or country of origin, also 
cxprience delays when they are 
fmwarded to custom lwxlquarters for 
rtvkw and lpproprLtc rtion. lk 
inabiliry of Statistics Can&a to 
communicate directly witi Customs 
fegi-I offtccs to resolve regional date 
prddcmm bindery the timeltisof data 
quality impmvements. Both Customs aod 
Statistics Can& have advised us that 
pmdurcs are being develop4 to allow 
mom flexibility and d&t communication 
at h? operational level. 

Same duplicatbn ofeffort betwttn 
Cmtomc and Statirtk Clada 

23.!!8 cutmlt verificuim ptvccdluts 
somttimu result in I duplicatioo of 
vtd~on work by Customs and 

Statistics CnnadL For example. 
t?ansactiortc of mom thsn ISO.cloD that fait 
rhc unit value verihatiom edits arc 
stlected for review at CustoYnr; if they are 
not adjusttd at Cuctomc. the rramdom 
will undergo a similar review at Statistics 
CM&. As mtntioncd earlier, StacMcs 
Canadaisnotinfomxdoftbsaummray 
nxndu of Customs verification 
adjusmtntc tn& as a result of Sutisricr 
cnnadr’s c&I. EItnct. sratictics CInmiI 
is mt abk to amtyze lb efftctivencsc of 
its verifKatio0 edits md Ihe Usefulness of 
the nxiew pmcedurcr used lo tncwt data 
@iv. 
2339 CIUUIISI ad SUa Candp 
#homId continue to imp-# 
commudeatloor with a tlew to 
acbkvlng prompt setion and mlwdng 
data quality. 

5112 
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believes it is especially crin’cai at this 
rime. The Agmq is working with 
Cusknns to erta4lirh a closer working 
relationship and to effrf the timely 
resoiution of curmr and rmmging data 
qdity i.wu.5 

Measurement and Deiinitiona! 
Issues in Import Data 
23.60 An accurare knowledge of what 
gads at-c jncluded or omitted from the 
dam mlleccim process is aa important 
eltmem in the inuxpmtlrion of 
international rnde statistics. Transactions 
art ofrtn complex. and information on 
quart&s. value or composition of 
shilmxnts can be difficult to obtain. 
Knowkdge of data limitations improves 
tie ~ful~5s of rmdc statirricr. 

23.61 IO some c4s.q uxemational 
conventions define trade categories and 
thus a&et rhe classification of gmds. For 
example, goods imported by travellea 
(such as used aulomobiles) am counted as 
services. whereas value added by scrviccs 
in the manufacturr of goods and 
inteIlectual properties may bt included in 
the price: for instance. royaltieson any 
patenttd go& if the royalty payment is a 
condition of he sale. 

23.62 Illegal imm. whii are not 
utcluded in the trade statistics. are difficult 
co messun. Any the rhmt is an 
incentive to avoid taxes or duties. there is 
the possibility of under-reporting. With 
Canada’s ma@ tiding partner. the United 
States, the incentive for misclassification 
of tie data is now diminishing as duties 
art lowered of eliminated under the Ftee 
Trade Agrecmmt however. it is not 
known if this dsclinc will translate into 
incnased accuracy in the value of trade 
rqmted in import documents. 

23.63 In other casm. that may k an 
incentive for international fums to reduce 
raxes through “tmnsfer pricing’. This 
practice places anunrealistic value on 
export& or imporkd prcdncn uansferred 

between two divisions of the smne 
corporalion, so that profits of the 
corpotation are minimized j, camtries 
with high tax rates and maximized in 
countries wth low tax rater. Annlher way 
to reduce the dutiable value ofgncds is to 
bill separataly for servxes such as 
licensing, marketing, financial pdvice nr 
datr pmcessing. Pricing issues are 
complex, and their full impact on trade 
statistics is unknown. lhese nuances in 
uade pamrm and pm&es represent an 
ongoing cbalknge to prcxhtcers and nsert 
of merchandise trade statistics. 

Postal Imparts 

Noo~mtntlrlal pmtd imports at-a 
basad on a&males 

23.U Information on nen-xmmcsial 
postal imports is bsaed on estimates. The 
catimated value of these transactions has 
incn5ascd from $541 million in 19111 to 
$1.5 billion in 1992. In July 1992. 
Customs implementad a Postal Import 
Control System to colkc~ dutits and taxes 
on postal imports with a value for duty 
ovtr 920. 

23.65 However. due to limitations in 
Ihe PoslaI Import Contmi System, 
Cusroms is unable to ptwldc specific 
information on postal items imported into 
Canada. though it estimated that postal 
imports accounted for appmximately 
25 million items 10 1992-93. With lhe 
full impttmentation of the system, 
Stirtics Canada exptcn to have Lmtr 
estimates of nonxommcrcial jmsul 
imports to be inch&d in the “Customs 
bass merchandise prde dam. 

Casual Imports 

Casual Importa arenot eonsided a 
eomponcnl of mtrcbrndbt trrdt data 

23.66 In March lbl. Cusmtnr 
impkmented the Tmvelkrs Entry 
Processing System. which by Ma& 1993 
wea operating in 90 of Can&‘s 350 puts 
of may. During 1992. Customs processed 

Merchandisa Trade Statistics 

Pricing issues are 
compkx, and their lull 
impact cm trade statistics 
is ufknown. 

583 

-1 
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over 123 million travellen entcring 
Canada and appmnimately 4.2 million 
casual import documents. However. 
becaust the system is not opemlional at all 
ports and is not designed to provide 
summary data tha total value of casual 
imports by travellers into Canada 
~ottt inues to be based on estimates. 

23.67 To complement this system. 
Customs officers at pans collect data on 
the number of cars, residents and 
mm-residents entering Canads. Statistics 
Canada b used this infamatioo. as well 
as quarterly samples collected in 
collaboralion with Customs. to estimate 
the total value of casual imports at around 
$3 billion in 1992. though that value is not 
included in Statistics Canada merchandise 
trade data. Casual imports by nwellers 
arcdefined by international convention as 
a component of the “service xcount” in 
Canada’s balance of paymems. 

Merchandise Trade Data an 
Exports 

Under-rtport lng of cxportr to countrks 
other than the Unild States i3 an 
ongoing problem 

23.68 Under the mcmomndum of 
understanding with the United States 
Bureau of the Census. Statistics Canada 
relies on U.S. import data to determiW 
Canada’s cxpatr to the United States: 
these account for about 70 percent of 
Canada’s merchandise exports worldwide. 

23.69 Fm exports to ewntries other 
than the United States, Customs is 
responsible for the collection. soning and 
forwarding of export ducunbenta~ion to 
Statistics Canada. In addition, Statistics 
Canada receives about 50 percent of the 
c~patdeclarations from Cusloms- 
approved exponen. in the form of. 
monthly summary repm. Statistics 
Canada is responsible for compiling 
export data and for developing. 
implementing and monitaing data 
verification procedures. 

23.7) In fact, the collenion of export 
forms is cnatic. There is no penalty to 
exporters for no submitting the export 
folms and there are inadequate controls on 
the collection of export declarations at 
Customs border points. For example. 
marine carriers present bills of lading or 
equivalent ptimouts to Customs within 
five days after ieaving a Canadian parr 
Customs then checks the bill of lading to 
dttetmine if the expxl form is required. 
and if it has been submitted. If the form is 
missing, a tracing letter is sent to the 
exporter. After a month, if no export form 
has been received, there IS no further 
administrative recourse and the file is 
closed. In one region, Customs estimates 
that appmximately seven percent of the 
data on marine expxt trade. represcntmg 
approximately $100 million annually, goes 
unreported to Statistics Canada. 

U.71 As a result of the data exchange 
between Canada and the United States. 
Customs no longer requires Canadian 
cxponets to complete an cxpart 
&&ration for goods entering the Umted 
Starts. However, go& entering the 
United States from Canada that are 
destined for other countries do require an 
export form to be completed; exponen 
often asswne otherwise. since such forms 
art not required for goods destined for the 
United States. and do not compIy. 

23.72 Also, If Canadxm &mds are 
purchased by a company in the Umted 
States for eventual sale 10 a third country, 
such as Mexico. the Canadjan exports are 
mcotded as a sale to the United Stares and 
IIM to the final country of destination. 
Such practices in the international 
recording of data affect the interpretation 
of wade statistics by overstating exports to 
the United States and under-rcponing 
exports to, for example, Mexko. 

23.73 Customs and Statistics Canada 
recognize rhe problem of under-porting 
of exprts to counuies other than the 
United States and have undertaken a 
number of studies to estnnate the impact 
on trade data. specifically: seeking to 
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apsess trade by different modes of 
rranspmanon: ancmpting to teconcde 
Canadian merchandise export trade data 
with tic data of other countis; and 
establishing a joint Statistics Canada and 
Customs data comminec to monitor the 
quality of dala on Cam&an exports. 
Customs has also taken steps to encourage 
cxpmtcn 10 participate in mmahly 
summary reporting to Statistics Canada. 
The imponance of good quality data on 
Canada’s world trade partems warrants 
increased efforts to improve current 
mctbds of collecting data on Canadian 
cxp-ts IO 0th~ countries via the United 
states. 

23.74 Customs and Ststlsties Canada 
should work with United States agencies 
to revlcw CurrcnI pnclims in the 
recording of trade data involving 
erports from Canada to othw?r countries 
through the United Stala 

Customs nsponse: Both Cusroms and 
S:atistics Can& have been working witk 
the United Srum agencies for some time 
ro improve DW trade data with respect to 
in-trami mde statistics. These efforts 
will continue as a result of the 
memorandum of~mderstondin~ between 
the Unired Srores andCanada. which 
provides and sets out the terms and 
conditiorrsjv the erchnnge of import 
dtia. 

S&ii&s Canada nqwnsc: The 
under-corerogr of Canadirrn exporfs to 
countries ounide ikc United States.for 
shipments directly to those countries and 
in wansir through rkc United Stores, is o 
cririccri xsuc in Staristics Can&is 
meao4?ame*, of export node. Tke Agency 
it working nilh both Customs and rhe U.S. 
agencies to qwmtifi this unde+covera#c 
and to increase the rrccwatefiling of 
export drun. Nrvcr~keless. in the absence 
of Cusronlr border L-ontrnb and 
compliance sancrions. tkcre is no 
definitive rolntion to the problem. The 
repisIra&wt ofncw c.~porkvr. kmvever, 
under the Sin@ Business Rcgisfitxtion 
Number inirianur, vii1 kelp to dewiop a 

Mmchandisc Tdc st4eislics 

Future Initiatives: Impact on 
Trade Statistics 
23.75 In 1992. Ntnimal Revenue 
announced a number of initiatives 
intended m streamlina Custans 
operations. Two Customs initiuives in 
p4Ricul4r will hevc a m4ja implcr on the 
collection. verififatiun ml reporting of 
merchandise trade statistics. The primary 
objective of these initiatives. which arc 
described below. is to iruxL(t the 
efficiency of Customs operations and m 
allow a speedy “no husle”tnnsfcr of 
gclculs scross Canadnf ticden. 

Electronic Release and Data 
Interchange 
Cmsloma plsnr b mleeae CommercLl 
ahlplnents by ~rmssferrlng Inr0muU.o 
ekclmnicPlly 

23.76 The purpose of this inirimiv: is 70 
inmasc Ihe us2 of elecwnic data 
intehhange in effecting import clearwbzer, 
and to mow towad a paparlcss system of 
reponing on. and accounting for, impms. 
Under the new system. releue 
Information is electronically tnnsmined 
ta Customs by tbe importer or broker. 
Them it is mviewed. and the transpwter i 
informed through elecuonie data 
inrerchangt when the goods are cleared 
for import into Canada 

L&77 This initiative is d&ted m the 
70 percent of he importing -unity 
aiready transmitting scccunting 
information via CADEX. The pogrwn 
elhninares the need for imporxers to 
physically deliver paper documents to 
Cusroms although hard copy 
dwxnentetion wouldwk n&nod by the 
importers and could be fowuded m 
Customs on demand. Other govemmenr 
depamnents, including Statistics Canada, 
would receive iofomMion through access 
la the Customs Commercial Sysiem 

585 
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Mcrebamdiv Trade Statistics 

U.78 In March 1993, Customs kgan 
the process of identifying user 
rcqdrmeao for ckctronic rclase, and 
anaounced in Juoe 1993 that tbc 
aumtncxwc induay witi be the first to use 
tke new system to praas the import of 
auto pans and supplies. The program will 
also be extended to other industries. As 
yet. there is no agreement between 
Customs and Statistics Canada on the test 
ways to maintain data quality. 

Auditing Importers 
Enaphasia in verificddon is shiRtrig to 
sudlung of importers 

23.79 in the streamlining of its 
operarioos. Customs indicated that in 
future it would turn toward a greater use 
of importer audits. To that end, Customs 
is ROW developing procedures that will 
eliminate “hard copy” invoice 
requiremenu for shipment clesranc~: 

instead, import business will be verified 
through audits of impottcrs after the goods 
have entered Canada. ‘ihis initiative will 
have asignificant impact on Statistics 
Canada’s merchaadisc data verification 
raquircments smce the data format will 
differ fmm that of the current import 
S)%Xll. 

2380 The impkmcnution of pcricxiii 
verificarionr or audits could have a 
signifwmr impact on the quality of 
mcrchcndise trade data being rcportcd: 
for example, commodity classification 
cmxs may not be detected in a timely 
manner. Dependiag on Customs 
capability aad the number of audits to be 
mricd out, a icrge number of importers 
may not be audited. In our view. 
coatiouing consultation between Customs 
aad Statistics Can& is nccded m assess 
how tbisinitiative will affect the 
eollcction and repordng ofnlcrchandise 
ta& data. 

Statistics Canada: Alternative 
Cm Sources 

As systems for data coilecth change. 
new dbtd bmader sources of data am 
ncedcd 

23.81 In wwofpotentiai changesin 
the way import twJc data atz collected. 
Statistics Canada has been working since 
April 1991 to identify altarnative data 
muccs. Offkials in Customs and 
Statistics Canada have met periodically to 
discuss marten of mutual interest in this 
arcc. 

23.82 The primary focus of the project 
is to identify the kst methods for 
surveying importers. enporters and 
carriers 50 as to obtain high-quality import 
dam. To bt+ with, such a survey 
requires an up-m-date invtntmy of 
Canadian impot%ars sod exponus. 

23.83 While it has bean conciudedUut 
much of the required t&c data is 
available from Canadian impanus, them 
am many c*ri-xrns about the cffecu of 
using suwcy techniques in the colicction 
of uadc data, specifically: the response 
bunlen on Canadian business; wbcther 
data gathered by means of surveys would 
meat the nquiremcnts of Statistics 
Cawda’s data exchange agreement with 
dtc United Statas; and, finally. the role of 
the 350 Canadian customs broken. as 
opposed to that of some 150.003 
imponcrs, in tht rttentioo of 
docummtdtion mquid for data 
verification. Under the Ftee Trade 
Agreement. duties and tiffs ktwecn 
Canada and rhc United States will be 
gradually eliminated, bur the wmplexitics 
of compiknce with intcmational Uadc 
rules. particularly with reegard to counuy 
of origin will incrense. A new role for 
customs broken in serving these needs 
and in assisting the data coikction prcccss 
has not yet been established. 

23.84 SuLdcsChda and Cnatama, 
In aNt$uhuon with otier UIcrc of trdde 
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Metchandise Tnde Statis& 

da& should lake steps to ensure thnf as In addition, there are kgidmate 
new data colleetlwt and verMleati~ differences of opinion on tht 
teckniqws are implemntrd, tht quality intefptrtation of the commodity 
of Cstwdian merehandke track classificstiw, country of origin and mode 
stat&tics is mdtttalttcd. of tmnsportation. Also. there are illegal 

Customs rerponmc: Both National 
Impotts. lk challenge is to understand 

Revenue and Statistics Canada are 
rhc limitations of the data., tneasun their 

committed to the r&n&wance ojqwiity 
imwt and. whenever possibk. take steps 

rtahrtics and will ruke upprupriate “Mps m ovelcm them. 

IO cnsurq rhor tke quality of mercban&e us7 
rra& srutistics is maintained when any 

Intemationdly. Canada is 

stew dam collection or vet$icudm 
consWed m have higlwquality Canada is considered to 

techniques arc implemcnred 
mrchandisc~d.ataand,illdad.tbe 
cturcnt system of colkcting data is have high-quality 

sfuri&s chl&ufd response: ivIe Agency working well. However, to maintain thrt 
is pleased with the acknowledgment given system in light of changing pattems of merchandise trade data, 

IO the high quality of its mcrchan&e aade and technology will tequite but maintenance of the 
trade stutisricr and IO the importance of continuing vigilarw and responsivcnesr 
acctwate and timely trade statitic~. to M%wemenr issues and questionable 

system for collection 
decition makers in bath government and categories of trade. when added together, and verifiition WIII 
the privore sccfcw. As Ciutomspnrceedr substantially affect the inteqtetatiott of 
with the impkmcntclrion ojits initicuiver Canada’s tcpmtal 1992 menhandisc bade 

require continuing 
IO streamliw opcrariow, rhe rqui~mettt stqtlus of $10 billion: for cxampk, an vi@nce and 

for a joinl cmsulmtive process becomes estimated $3 billion in casual imports by 
especially critical if Starirticr Canada is travellen, cumntty classified as services. -ration between 

is not tncluded in the amount of Customs and Statistics 
kigh-quaii~merckondise trade &u. 

Conclusion 

metchartdise imported into Canada; 
fwdmnom. trade data do not include 
csdmatcs of illegal imports. At a more 
detaikd level, $I 5 billion worth of goods 

Canada. 

Continuing vlgilatwe Is requlrcd to 
maintain hlgh-quality metiandice 
trade dah 

that fall in the unassigned commodity 
cc& could, if assigned codes, 
ylbstantilly affect trade data for spaEitic 
commodity groups. Y could tht csthnatod 

zJ%s Statistics Canada gemates $1.5 billioo in non-commercial postal 
merchandise trade stXistics from impotls. While small in relation to 
colkcting data on millions of individual Canada’s totnl nade with the world. these 
tranwtion* Simply &Iii the results of amounts could afTeel the picture for 
all import traaxactions sharld, in theory, pI&tdar seclom of th Canadian 
pralucc a precise statement of exactly my. 
what entered the coun0y. In prsticc. 
however. then are botmd to be ZMW &roving the ac-y of 
inaccuracies. slatistkal meawremcnt* oc evett 

maintaining it, will continue m be 
23.86 Sevcmt factors Eonttibtttelo the chdlengcd by changes in technology, 
repam’ag of inaccuratemerchandise trade nanmationd !mnsactions and budgetary 
data: human ermr, incomplete tesuaint. Nevetthekss. he demand for 
documntation, under- or over-rcpoting high-quality. detailed ttxk statistics will 
of imports to avoid taxer, delibetate or ‘continue. Administrative twxds may still 
accidental misclassification to avoid be the primary source of information, but 
duties, oc wrong indication of country of methods ofcolkction and vctitication will 
origin to gain prcferentiri duty treatment change. In managing this change. 
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Merchandise Trade Statistics 

Customs and Statistics Canada must wotl: 
toprhct to ensure that them is an 
uninterrupted flow of data. and IO 
implement improvements that meet the 

needs of govcmments and other ustts oi 
trade data for accurptc and timely 
statistics. 

588 
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Comments From the U.S. Customs Service 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, DC 

MAN-5-06-CO:T:E:SFRC 
c211010 

NOV c 1993 

Mr. WilliamM. Hunt 
Director, Federal Management Issues 
United States General AccountingOffice 
Washington. D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Hunt: 

This is in response to your Letter of October 21, 1993, to the 
Secretary of the Treasury, in which you seek comments on your draft 
report on United States-Canada trade data collection. 

Your report provides a good overview of data collection 
problems which affect not just the U.S.-Canada data exchange, but 
data collection in general. The report, while recognizing 
flaws, indicates the general success of the program and the fact 
that we continue to work toward the improvement of our data 
collection efforts. 

We agree with your conclusions and recommendations, We must 
focus on the future to ensure that the present level of accuracy of 
statistical information not decline in the face of a changing trade 
environment. 

We look forward to receipt of the final report. If you have 
any questions about our views on any aspects of the report, please 
do not hesitate to contact urn. 

Sincerely, 

j&5 n?kii@P 
P AC lng Assistant Commissioner 

Office of Commercial Operations 
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Commerce 

THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE 
Wwhingmn. DC. 20230 

November 8, 1993 

Mr. William M. Hunt 
Director, Federal Management Issue* 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Hunt: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review your draft report 
entitled, "Measuring U.S.-Canada Trade." 

We have reviewed the enclosed comments of the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis and the Bureau of the Census and believe they are 
responsive to the matters discussed in the report. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures 
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COMMENTS: The U.S.-Canada data exchange agreement already has yielded 
considerable benefits in terms of more accurate merchandise export 
statlstfcs. paperwork reduction, and the redirection of resources to 
Improving overall trade statistics. 

However, there remains room for improvement in trade statistics. C42llSU6 
Bureau research, for example, indicates that undercountLng of merchandise 
exports has been greatly reduced but not eliminated, amounting to three 
to seven percent of exports depending upon the trading partner. The Bureau 
of Economic Analysis (BEA) and Statistics Cansda have considerably improved 
the coverage of service transactions in recent years, but again the need 
for further improvement remafos. 

Ae your report notes, resolution of many of the remaining problema will 
require expanded data collection, which in turn will require the commitment 
of resources. We continue to place a high priority on improvements in our 
trade data. 

RECOMMENDATION: GAO reconcnends that Ceneus and Customs form an interagency 
task force to study how U.S.-Canada merchandise trade data should be 
collected in the future trade environment. The study should be expanded to 
include U.S.-Mexico trade data in the event that the North American Free 
Trade Agreement is ratified and implemented. Census and Customa should 
consider joining with their Canadian counterparts to form a bilateral task 
force to address these issues cooperatively. GAO further reconnnends that 
the work of the interagency task force be done in the context of broader 
efforts to improve the measurement of all forms of U.S. international trade. 

RESPONSE: We agree in principle with the report’s specific recarmendation 
for the establishment of an Fnteragency task force to address how data on 
trade between the U.S. and Canada, and potentially between the U.S. and 
Mexico, should be collected in the future. We share the concerns expressed 
in the report about the challenges of a changing trade environment to data 
collection and quality. In addition to Customs and the Census Bureau, ve 
would like to see BEA included in any Gtteragency task force formed to 
address these concerns. In addition, we agree that the efforts of any such 
task force should be coordinated with broader efforts to Improve statistics 
on international transactfans. 

Both the Census Bureau and BE4 have reviewed the report's examination of 
measurement issues in their areas of respective interest -- merchandise 
trade (Census) and services and investment income (BEA). Many of their 
comments are editorial in nature, or provide technical corrections and In 
some cases updated estimates that you may wish to Incorporate. These are 
shown in the enclosed markup of the draft report. 
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Major Contributors to This Report 

General Government 
Division, Washington, 

Edward J. Laughlin, Project Manager 
Kiki Theodoropoulos, Reports Analyst 

D.C. 

Office of the Chief 
Economist, 
Washington, D.C. 

Loren Yager, Senior Economist 
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